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1    Introduction 

In the original formulation [20], geometric transitions have predicted a remarkable 
relation between Chern-Simons theory on S'3 and closed topological strings on the 
small resolution of a conifold singularity. This correspondence has been extended 
to knots and links in [32, 33, 34, 42, 45] and it has been recently proven from a linear 
sigma model perspective in [43]. A different generalization has been proposed 
in [5], where the Chern-Simons theory was corrected by open string instanton 
effects. This new class of dualities yields very interesting predictions relating 
topological open string amplitudes in various toric backgrounds to certain open 
string expansions. The new feature of these transitions is a fascinating interplay of 
open string enumerative geometry and Chern-Simons theory proposed by Witten 
in [48]. Open string enumerative techniques have been developed in [l]-[5],[8, 21, 
22],[24]-[29],[32]-[35],[38]-[42],[45]-[47]. Applying some of these results, we have 
successfully tested this approach for a simple exactly soluble model in [12]. 

The question we would like to address in this paper is if one can perform similar 
high precision tests of the duality in more general toric backgrounds. In particular, 
we consider the local dP2 model, which is a toric noncompact Calabi-Yau threefold 
fibered over the del Pezzo surface of degree two. This is the simplest local model 
containing a compact divisor which exhibits extremal transitions. Since there is 
an abundance of holomorphic curves on the del Pezzo surface, the topological 
closed string amplitudes are quite complicated. So far, concrete computations 
have been performed only for genus zero Gromov-Witten invariants [10]. The 
extremal transition in question is obtained by contracting two (—1,-1) curves 
on the noncompact threefold, and then smoothing out the conifold singularities. 
After a somewhat technical analysis, one can show that the resulting open string 
theory consists of two Chern-Simons theories supported on two disjoint 3-spheres 
which are coupled by instanton effects. Systems of this kind have been predicted 
by Witten in [48]. 

The main result of this paper is that the open string instanton corrections can 
be summed exactly using the techniques developed in [22, 29, 38]. This yields a 
fairly simple system of Chern-Simons theories by interpreting the instanton correc- 
tions as Wilson loop perturbations of the Chern-Simons theories [48]. Then large 
N duality predicts that the 't Hooft expansion of these coupled Chern-Simons 
theories computes all topological closed string amplitudes of the local dP2 model! 
We show by direct computations that this conjecture is valid up to degree four in 
the expansion in terms of Kahler parameters. This is very strong evidence that 
the conjecture is true to all orders, but we do not have a general proof. 

This paper is structured as follows. In section two we study the geometry of 
the extremal transition and construct the primitive open string instantons after 
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deformation. Section three consists of a review of the topological closed string 
theory for the local dP2 model following [10]. In section four we present the 
main results, namely the open string instanton expansion accompanied by Chern- 
Simons computations. Here we find a precise agreement with the known genus zero 
Gromov-Witten invariants, and make some higher genus predictions. Sections * ve 
and six are devoted to open string enumerative computations based on localizat on 
techniques as in [22, 29, 38]. Finally, some technical details and calculations are 
presented in the two appendixes. 

Acknowledgements. During this work we have greatly benefited from interac- 
tions with Mina Aganagic, Marcos Marino and Cumrun Vafa who were working 
simultaneously on a similar project [6]. We would like to express our special 
thanks to them for sharing their ideas and insights with us regarding the framing 
dependence (section 4). 

We would also like to thank Ron Donagi and Tony Pantev for collaboration on 
a related project, and Bobby Acharya, Michael Douglas, John Etnyre, Albrecht 
Klemm, John McGreevy and Harald Skarke for very stimulating conversations. 
We owe special thanks (and lots of tiramisu) to Corina Florea for invaluable help 
with the LaTeX conversion of the original draft. The work of D.-E. D. has been 
supported by DOE grant DOE-DE-FG02-96ER40959; A.G. is supported in part 
by the NSF Grant DMS-0074980. 

2    Geometric Transitions for Local dP2 Model 

The local dP2 model is a toric Calabi-Yau threefold X isomorphic to the total 
space of the canonical bundle 0{Kdp2). We have X = (<D5 \ F) /(C*)3 defined by 
the following toric data 

XQ   Xi   X2   Xs   X4   X5 
h    -1      1    -1      1      0      0 
h  -1    0    1  -1    1    0 ( ' 
h   -1     0     0     1   -1     1 

with disallowed locus F = {Xi = X3 = 0}U{X2 = X4 = 0}U{X3 = Xb = 0}. This 
toric quotient can be equivalently described as a symplectic quotient C6//[/(l)3 

with moment maps 

IXXP + W-W-W^I 
|X2|

2 + |X4|2-|X3|2-|Xo|2=£2 (2) 
\X3\

2 + \X5\
2-\X4\

2-\Xo\2 = Z3 

where f 1, £2 ? £3 > 0. The toric fan of X is a cone over the two dimensional polytope 
represented below. 
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Figure 1:   A section in the toric fan of X.   The resulting polytope describes IP 
blown-up at two points. 

There is a single compact divisor S on X which is the zero section of TT : X—>dP2 
defined by XQ = 0. The Mori cone of X is generated by the curve classes ei, h — 
ei—e2,62 corresponding the cones over ^0^2? ^0^3 and respectively ^0^4. One can 
check that these are rigid rational curves with normal bundle OFI (—1) ©(9Fi (—1). 
Since X is a toric manifold, it can be represented as a topological T2 x IR fibration 
over H3 [23, 36] whose discriminant is the two dimensional planar graph repre- 
sented in fig. 1. Then the curves ei,/i — ei — 62,62 can be represented as S1 

fibrations over certain edges of the graph as shown there. 

The moment maps (2) yield the following parameterization of the Kahler cone 

J = Zi{h- 6!) + frh + Uh - 62) (3) 

where J represents the restriction of the Kahler class to S.  In the following we 
will use alternative Kahler parameters (si,£, S2) defined by 

J = —SiCi +th — S2e2- (4) 

We are interested in a extremal transition consisting of a contraction of ei, 62 
on X followed by a smoothing of the two nodal singularities. It turns out that the 
resulting singular threefold X can be described as a nodal hypersurface in a toric 
variety Z = (C3 \ {0}) x C2/C*. The (C*) action is defined by 

Zi   Z2   Z3     U      V 
C*      1      1      1-1    -2. (5) 
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Obviously, Z is isomorphic to the total space of O(-l) © C?(—2) over P2. The 
embedding of i : X M> Z is given terms of homogeneous coordinates by 

Zi = X2X3X4,    Z2 = X1X21    Z3 = X4X5,    U = X0X1X5,    V = — XQX^. 

(6) 

In order to make sure this is a regular map, one has to check that (6) is compatible 
with the toric actions (1), (5) and that the disallowed loci agree. We have included 
the details in appendix A.l. The image of X in Z is given by 

UZ1 + VZ2ZZ = 0. (7) 

One can easily check that this hypersurface has exactly two nodal singularities, as 
expected. The singular locus is described by 

[7 = 0,    Zi=0,    ^2^3 = 0,    VZ2 = 0,    VZs=0. (8) 

Since Zi,Z2, Z3 do not vanish simultaneously, the singular points are {U = V = 
0,Zi = Z2 = 0} U {U = V = 0,Zi = Z3 = 0}. Therefore we obtain the two 
expected conifold singularities. 

This representation of X allows a concrete description of the extremal tran- 
sition. We can resolve the singularities by blowing up Z along the zero section 
U = V — 0. The proper transform of X will then be isomorphic to the local dP2 
model X discussed before. Alternatively, we can smooth out (7) by deforming the 
polynomial equation to 

C/Zi + FZ2Z3 = /i. (9) 

We obtain a family of hypersurfaces 3^/A parameterized by a complex parameter 
/i E A, where A is the unit disc. Without loss of generality we can take /i to be real 
and positive, and we denote by Y = Y^ the corresponding fiber. The transition can 
be very conveniently described in terms of the T2 fibration structure represented in 
fig. 1. The discriminant of the torus fibration undergoes the following sequence of 
transformations. As a differential manifold, Y is obtained from X by performing 
surgery along the links of the two nodes, which are both isomorphic to S2 x Ss 

[11]. The third homology is generated by the two vanishing cycles Li, L2 associated 
to the nodal singularities, subject to the relation [Li] — [L2] = 0. Topologically, 
these cycles are 3-spheres which can be locally described as fixed point sets of 
local antiholomorphic involutions. We will give some details below, since this is 
an important point for the rest of the paper. Let us cover Z with three coordinate 
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Figure 2: Description of the extremal transition in terms of T2 fibration. 

patches 

Vx = {Z! # 0} 

J72 = {Z2 * 0} 

^3 = {Zz ± 0} 

a;! 

^2 

^3 = 

Zi' 

Z3' 

Vi = 

2/2 = 

2/3 = 

Zs 

Z2' 
Z2 

Zz' 

«1 = CfZi,     «i = yzf 

U2 = t/"Z2,      «2 = VZl 

uz = UZ3,    v3 = VZl 

In local coordinates, the hypersurface equation (7) can be written 

Ui : ui + vixiyx = fi 

U2 ■ U2X2 + V2y2 = M 

U3 :        u3x3 + uaya = fi. 

(10) 

(11) 

One can then see two conifold singularities at // = 0 in the patches C/2,^3.  The 
corresponding vanishing cycles are defined by the real sections 

U2: 
Uz: 

U2 = X2, 

Uz = X3, 
V2 =y2 

vz = yz- 
(12) 

We show in appendix A.2. that one can choose a symplectic Kahler form ou on Y 
so that la, £2 are lagrangian cycles. More precisely, one can construct cu so that it 
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is locally isomorphic to the standard symplectic form on a deformed conifold near 
Li,Z/2. To conclude this section, let us discuss the second homology of Y. An 
exact sequence argument shows that H2(Y,Li UZ/2,Z) ~ H2(Y,Z) = Z. One can 
construct certain nontrivial relative 2-cycles on Y as holomorphic discs Di, D2 
with boundaries on LUL2. Let £0,1 be the disc {|t| < /i"1/2} = {/i1/2 < It7)} 
in a projective line IP1 with affine coordinates £,£'. We construct a holomorphic 
embedding /1 : £0,1—>Y given in local coordinates by 

Ui: Xl(t) =t, yi(t) = 0, ui{t) =n, ui(t) = 0 
U2: x2(t

,)=t', V2W) - 0, U2(f) = £, ^(f) = 0 
(13) 

It easy to check that / is well defined and it maps the boundary |t'| = /J
1
/

2
 of So,i 

to an unknot Fi in Li. We will denote the image of Eo,i in Y by Di. We can 
construct similarly a disc ending on L?. The embedding map is locally given by 

Ui: xi(t)=0, yi(t) = t, «!(*) = /*, «i(t) = 0 
U3: x3(t') = t', y3(t') = 0, u3(t') = $, v3y) = 0. 

(14) 

To complete this discussion, note that one can also embed a holomorphic annulus 
C in y, the boundary components being mapped to Li,!^- For this we have to 
use the coordinate patches C/2, C/3. Let £0,2 be the cylinder {//1//2 < |t| < M-1/2} = 
{/i-1/2 > l^'l2 > /i1//2} in P1 with afflne coordinates (t, t1) (recall that /i is a posi- 
tive real number inside the unit disc, hence /J, < 1.) We define a map / : £0,2—>Y 
by 

U2: X2(t) = 0, V2(t) = t, M*) = 0, «2(«) = £ 
U3: X3(t') = 0, yz(t') = t', Mt') = 0, 

(15) 

Then the boundary component |t| = /i1/2 is mapped to Li, while the boundary 
\t\ = n~ll2 is mapped to L2. Note that the discs Di^Dz and the cylinder C can 
be in principle covered by a single coordinate patch. We have used two coordinate 
patches for reasons that will be clear in section six. Let us denote the two boundary 
components of C by Hi, H2, which are again to be regarded as knots in Li, Z^- An 
important point for Chern-Simons computations is that {ri,Hi} and respectively 
{r2,H2} are algebraic links in Li, L2. This can be seen by noting that locally we 
can identify for example Li to the sphere 

N2 + b|2 = /i (16) 

in <D2 with coordinates (#2,2/2). Then the disc Di and C can be locally described 
by the equation X2y2 = 0 in <D2.   It is a well known fact that the intersection 
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of this singular curve with the sphere surrounding the origin is an algebraic link 
with linking number one in the orientations induced by the complex structure. 
More precisely, if we parameterize the two boundary components as X2 = nl/2eiex, 
2/2 — ^1/2e^, the 1-forms dOx,dQy define orientations of FijSi such that the 
linking number is 1 [9]. The same is true for r2, H2 in £2- In particular this shows 
that Di,C and D2^C are disconnected. Note that from now on we will fix the 
above orientations for ri,Si,r2,S2. In terms of the T2 fibrations, Di,D2,C can 
be represented as in fig. 3. 

Figure 3: Primitive open string instantons on Y\ the linking number of the linked 
boundaries is 1. 

Using this picture it is easy to see that there is a continuous family of 2-spheres 
interpolating between Di and 1)2, hence the relation [Di] — [D2} — 0. Similarly, 
we have [C] = [Di] = [D2], and we will denote this relative homology class by 
/?. However note that these 2-spheres are not holomorphically embedded in Y. In 
fact we will show in section five that there are no holomorphic curves on Y and 
that (3 is a generator of ^(^ LiUL2]Z). Therefore Di,D2,C constructed above 
are primitive open string instantons. Since Li,L2 are lagrangian, this shows that 
Di,D2,C have the same symplectic area 

top^ (J =    /      U = LU 
JDI       JD2       JC 

(17) 

By deforming the discs as topological spheres away from the vanishing cycles, 
one can show that classically t = t0p. This is so because the transition leaves 
the symplectic form essentially unchanged away from the singular locus. This 
concludes our discussion of the extremal transitions for the local dP2 model from 
a geometric point of view. The physics of the transitions will be explored in the 
next sections. 
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3    Closed String Amplitudes and Duality Predictions 

In the context of geometric transitions we are interested in a relation between the 
topological closed string A model on X and a topological open string A model 
on the deformation space Y. The topological open string theory on Y is defined 
by wrapping iVi and respectively N2 D-branes on the lagrangian cycles Z>i,I/2- 
The target space action of this theory consists of two Chern-Simons theories with 
gauge groups U(Ni),U(N2) supported on the two cycles [48]. We will see later 
that these theories are coupled by open string instanton effects. 

In order to have the right integrality properties, the topological amplitudes 
must be written in terms of flat coordinates. On the closed string side we have 
flat coordinates (51,5*2?^) corresponding to the classical coordinates (si,S2,£)- For 
simplicity, we will drop the notation "", keeping in mind that topological ampli- 
tudes will always be written in terms of flat coordinates. The open string theory 
contains a classical geometric parameter defined in (17). Accordingly we have a 
flat coordinate t0p, which will also be denoted by t0p from now on. As discussed 
above, classically, one would predict a relation of the form t = top, but this has to 
be refined at quantum level, as discussed in [12]. Moreover, we will see later in sec- 
tion four that the open string amplitudes depend in fact on three flat coordinates 
corresponding to the three primitive instantons constructed in section two. 

Without going into details for the moment, note that large JV duality predicts 
a relation between closed and open string amplitudes of the form 

J:cl{9s^i,S2-)t) = FopiOs, Ai,A2, top). (18) 

Here Ai = iVi^, A2 = N2gs are the 't Hooft coupling constants of the two Chern- 
Simons theories on Li, L2 which should be related to the closed string parameters 
(51,52). We will discuss the precise relation in section four. 

According to [19], the closed string free energy on X has the following struc- 
ture1 

00   00 - ^    ~ 

^(t,*i,'2,*) = ££      £      iV^(2Sin^)r" e-"<^>. (19) 
r=0n=lCeH2(X,Z) 

In this expression, iV£ are the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants of X which count the 
number of BPS states of charge C and spin quantum number r in M-theory com- 
pact ified on X; n counts multicovers. In the following we will refer to them as GV 
invariants. In terms of the generators (ei, h — ei — 62,62) of the Mori cone we have 

C = diei +d(h-ei -62)+ ^2,        d,di,d2 E Z (20) 

throughout this paper, we will consider truncated expressions for the free energy, that is we 
will omit the polynomial terms. 
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Note that C is representable by an irreducible reduced curve only if 0 < di, cfe < d 
or d = 0 and di = cfo = 1. Recall that the Kahler class J is given by (4), 
J = —siei +th — 5262. Then we can rewrite (19) as 

m,*!,'™.) = E~ i n(2siI!Bf)2(e"n51+e"nS2) 
+ £~ o E~ x £d>o Eo<dl,d2<d Nldud21 (2sin ^)2'-2 e-n(*-(«i-*).i-(««-*).a). 

~       " (21) 

Note that the first two terms represent the universal contributions of the two 
exceptional curves, whose open string interpretation is well understood [20]. In 
the second series, the GV invariants are not known for the local dP2 model, except 
for r = 0, when they can be computed using mirror symmetry. This calculation 
has been performed in [10]. 

4    Open String Amplitudes and The Duality Map 

We now consider the open string A model defined by wrapping iVi and respectively 
N2 branes on the lagrangian cycles Li, 2^2 in Y. According to [48], the target space 
physics of this model is captured by two Chern-Simons theories with gauge groups 
U(Ni) and respectively U(N2) supported on the cycles -Li,!^- As explained in 
[48], the Chern-Simons theory is in general corrected by open string instantons 
which give rise to Wilson loop operators in the target space action. The complete 
action can then be schematically written in the form 

S(AUA2) = Scs(Ai) + Scs(A2) + Finst{gs,top,AuA2) (22) 

where Ai,A2 denote the two gauge fields on Li,L2. The concrete form of the 
instanton expansion depends on the details of the model. In general Ai, A2 enter 
Finst{9sitopi Ai, A2) via holonomy operators associated to the boundary compo- 
nents of open string instantons interpreted as knots in Li,I/2- For large volume, 
the instanton corrections can be treated perturbatively from the Chern-Simons 
point of view. Therefore in the large N limit, the open string free energy can be 
written as 

^P(*oP,Ai,A2,^)=jfs(Ai,ff,)+^7S(A2,^) + ln(eF'"*^^>l1^))      (23) 

where Ai = Nigs and A2 = A^g^ denote the 't Hooft coupling constants of the 
two Chern-Simons theories. In the last term of (23) we have a double functional 
integral over both gauge fields. Therefore the computation of the free energy 
consists of two steps. First we have to find Finst(gs, top, Ai, A2) using open string 
enumerative techniques, and then compute the Wilson line expectation values in 
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Chern-Simons theory.   For convenience, we will denote the last term in (23) by 
FinstigsitopAi,^) so that (23) becomes 

Fopitop, Ai, A2,<7S) = !Fi     (Ai,^s) +^2    (A25^s) + Finstigsitop, Ai, A2). (24) 

The above discussion is quite schematical since the interaction between Chern- 
Simons theory and open string instantons is more subtle. According to [48], the 
perturbative Chern-Simons expansion should be interpreted as a sum over degen- 
erate open string Riemann surfaces which develop infinitely thin ribbons. The 
ribbons, which are mapped to the spheres Li,L2 as geodesic graphs, have been 
interpreted in [48] as virtual instantons at infinity. So far there is no rigorous 
mathematical treatment of this type of degenerate behavior at infinity. In par- 
ticular it is not known how to actually write down the open string amplitudes 
as finite dimensional integrals on a well defined moduli space. The prescription 
outlined above following [48] is to first sum over nondegenerate instantons, i.e. 
Riemann surfaces which have at worst double node singularities, and then sum 
over degenerate instantons by performing the Chern-Simons path integral. 

The sum over non-degenerate instantons should be in principle defined in 
terms of intersection theory on some moduli space of stable open string maps2 

M^)/l(y,L,d^), where L = Li U L2. This theory has not been rigorously devel- 
oped so far, but at the level of rigor of [22, 29, 38], one can give a computational 
definition of open string amplitudes. The main idea is to proceed by localization 
with respect to a torus action induced by a torus action on Y preserving Li,L2- 
Although the structure of the moduli space is unknown, one can describe in detail 
the structure of the fixed point loci. From this data, we can obtain enumera- 
tive invariants essentially by adapting on spot the known closed string techniques 
[7, 17, 31, 37] in order to evaluate the contribution of each fixed point locus. This 
approach has been successfully implemented for noncompact lagrangian cycles in 
[22, 29, 38, 41]. In that case one can fix a flat unitary connection on the lagrangian 
cycles as a background field. 

In the present context, since the cycles are compact, the unitary connections 
become dynamical variables and one should integrate over all (gauge equivalence 
classes) of such fields [48]. This is achieved by performing the Chern-Simons theory 
path integral. The coupling between finite area instantons and Chern-Simons 
theory is quite subtle [48]. As explained there, if one had only isolated open string 
instantons, their effects would be encoded in a series of holonomy (Wilson loop) 
operators added to the Chern-Simons action. For each rigid isolated instanton 
D C Y, one adds a term of the form e^TrV, where V is the holonomy around the 
boundary of D, which is a knot in L. It is important to note that in this formula V 

2This is a schematic discussion.  Since Y is noncompact, the compactification of this moduli 
space is a very subtle issue. Some aspects will be mentioned in section six. 
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is not a flat gauge field, therefore this operator is not invariant under deformations 
of the knot. If D is rigid and isolated, this is not a problem. However, what 
happens if we have families of such instantons? Then the holonomy V depends 
on the particular member in the family, and it is not clear how one should write 
the associated corrections. A general answer to this question is not known at the 
present stage, but we would like to propose an answer for situations in which there 
is a torus action on Y preserving the lagrangian cycles. In such cases, one can 
simply use localization arguments to argue that all nontrivial contributions to the 
instanton sum come from fixed maps under this action. Then, to each component of 
the fixed point locus we associate a certain series of holonomy operators in Chern- 
Simons theory, as detailed below. Because of this coupling with Chern-Simons 
theory, the procedure described above should not be thought as localization of a 
virtual cycle on a moduli space of maps in the usual sense. It would certainly be 
desirable to have a more precise mathematical formulation of this construction, 
but this is not known at the present stage. 

The final step is to perform the Chern-Simons functional integral with the 
instanton corrections included in order to compute the open string free energy. 
This approach has been successfully tested in a simple geometric situation in [12]. 
Note that this last step requires the choice of a framing for each boundary dD in 
order to regulate the divergences in Chern-Simons perturbation theory. We will 
comment more in this point below. 

In the present situation, we define an S4 action on Z by 

Z1   Z2   Z3     U       V 
C*    Ai    A2    0    -Ai   -A2. [   j 

Obviously, this action preserves Y and Za, ^2- Then, a somewhat technical analysis 
shows that the only primitive open string instantons left invariant by this action 
are the discs Di, D2 and the annulus C constructed in the previous section. The 
proof follows the lines of [12] (section 5); one has to take a projective completion Y 
of Y and show that the problem reduces to finding invariant curves on Y subject 
to certain homology constraints. We leave the details for the next section. 

Note that the two discs Di,D2 have a common origin, therefore they form 
a nodal (or pinched) cylinder Di U Z^- As discussed at the end of section two, 
Di U D2 and C are disconnected. Therefore the fixed locus of the torus action on 
Mg^Y^L^dP) consists of two disconnected components: multicovers of Di U D2 
and respectively multicovers of C. The precise structure of these components will 
be discussed in detail in section five. For now, let us note that on general grounds, 
an open string map to the pinched cylinder D1UD2 is characterized by two degrees 
rfi, d2 and two sets of winding numbers m^, i = 1,... , hi, rij, j = 1,... , /12, where 
/ii,/i2 are the numbers of boundary components mapped to Fi and respectively 
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r2. We have the constraints J2i=i — du Z)j=inj = ^2- Similarly, a generic map 
to the cylinder C is characterized by a degree d and two sets of winding numbers 
mj, rij, i = 1,... , hi, j = 1,... , /z2 with X)^1 rrii =.]Cj=i nj == ^ where /ii, /&2 are 
the numbers of boundary components mapped to Si, 52- 

Based on these elements, we can write down the general form of the open string 
instanton expansion on Y. We noticed earlier that Di,D2 and C have the same 
symplectic area, therefore one would be tempted to write down this expansion in 
terms of a single open string Kahler modulus t0p. However, things are more subtle 
here since the instanton expansion should be written in terms of flat coordinates 
rather than classical moduli. One of the lessons of [12] was that in the presence of 
dynamical A branes, the open string flat coordinates can receive nonperturbative 
corrections generated by virtual instantons at infinity. These corrections can be 
different for different open string instantons, depending on the lagrangian cycle 
they end on. For this reason, we will refine (23) by writing the instanton expansion 
in terms of three distinct flat Kahler moduli ti,t2,tc corresponding to DI,JD2,C. 

We will show later that this is in precise agreement with the duality predictions 
from the closed string side. We also introduce the following holonomy variables 

Ui = Pexp /^ A^,       U2 = Pexp /^ A^, 
Vi = Pexp £ AW,        V2 = Pexp £ A(2) (26) 

corresponding to the boundary components of Di, D2 and C. Then the open string 
expansion takes the form 

Finst(gs,ti,t2, tc, Uu U2, VUV2) = F^lt(9s,tc, UuUi) + F^Jg^tuh, ViM) 
(27) 

where 

00      00      00 

*£i(*,*c,tfi,tf2) = £ E E  E  ih^92r2+h^ 
g=0 /ii,/i2=0 d=0 ml>0,nj>0 

hi h2 

x Cg,hlM(d; rm,n^e"*" J]^K* fl ^^ 

(28) 

OO OO 

F^h^vuv,) =J2 E   E    E  ih^92r2+hi+h2 

g=0 hi,/i2=0 di,d2=0 ml>0,nJ>0 

hi /12 

x Fg,hlM{dud2;mi,nj)e-
dltl-d't* J]TtVp J]^K'■ 

(29) 
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In (28) we have a sum over multicovers of the annulus C, while (29) represents a 
sum over multicovers of the two discs D11D2, which form a nodal cylinder. Note 
that the winding numbers are subject to the constraints mentioned above, that is 

Eti ™i = Ej=i n3 = d for Ci and £?=i mi = dU Ejii rij = d2 for D1 U D2. 

As discussed earlier in this section, the coefficients C^5/ll)/l2((i; m^, rij) as well as 
FgMM(diid2\ mi, rij) can be computed by evaluating the contribution of the fixed 
loci in Mp)/l(y, L, dfS). Note however, that to each component of the fixed locus we 
assign a certain holonomy operator in the Chern-Simons theory. Therefore, one 
does not simply sum over all fixed loci as in standard localization computations. 
This means that the contribution of each fixed component depends on the weights 
of the toric action used in the localization process. In order to obtain a physically 
sensible answer, we have to make a certain choice of weights similar to the choices 
made in [22, 29, 41]. Moreover, in our case the situation is more complicated since 
we also have to make a choice of framing in Chern-Simons theory. The two choices 
are in fact related, as discussed below and in more detail in section 6.3. 

Before giving the details, note that given the geometric context, there may 
be many choices of weights and/or framings that result in distinct open string 
expansions. At this stage we do not know if there is a preferred choice based on 
certain intrinsic consistency criteria of the open string theory. This problem is very 
hard, and it cannot be answered without a better development of the mathematical 
formalism. In the following we will pursue a more modest goal, namely we will 
try to find a set of choices which leads to an agreement with the dual closed string 
expansion. Formulated differently, we will try to find the correct prescriptions for 
the duality map in this geometric situation. 

For a single disc D C C3 with boundary on a noncompact lagrangian cycle 
L, it was shown in [29] that the choice of weights is equivalent to the choice of 
an equivariant section of the normal bundle NQD/L. This prescription formalizes 
the relation between framing and toric action found for the first time in [3]. In 
particular, the instanton expansion for D depends on an integer ambiguity a which 
parameterizes isomorphism classes of Sl equivariant sections of the normal bundle 
NdD/L- For the discs Di,i?2 embedded in Y, one can still choose the boundary 
data in the form of two sections to Nri/Ll, NY2/L2 which are labeled by two integers 
a, b. Generalizing the strategy proposed by [29], we assume that these choices 
have to be compatible with the global S'1 action on Y. By explicitly writing these 
conditions in local coordinates, we show in section 6.3. that we are left with only 
two consistent choices, namely (a, b) = (0,0) or (a, b) = (2,2). In the following we 
will choose (a, b) = (0,0) since in this case the instanton expansion takes a very 
simple compact form. The second choice is not logically ruled out, but leads to 
a very complicated formula for the instanton corrections. We leave it for future 
work. 
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Having made this choice, the open string topological theory is still not com- 
pletely determined, since we also have to specify the framing of the knots Fi, r2, Si 
and S2. In principle, the equivariant sections introduced in the previous paragraph 
should determine the framings of Ti = dDi and T2 = dl?2- However, there is a 
subtlety at this point explained in detail in section 6.3. Briefly, the choice of a sin- 
gle section does not determine the framing as an integer number; one also needs a 
reference section which is typically provided by the geometric context. In our case 
we have a natural reference section since Fi,!^ are algebraic knots. Then a short 
local computation shows that the framings of Fi, r2 are (2 — a, 2 — 6). Therefore 
for (a, b) = (0,0) we obtain framings (2,2). 

For the annulus (7, the choice of framing is more subtle since the localiza- 
tion computation does not require the choice of special values of toric weights. 
Therefore one does not have to choose equivariant sections on the two boundaries 
components Hi, £2- In the present context, this framing can be related to the 
framings of the discs by a deformation argument detailed in section six. The re- 
sulting values are (1 — f, 1 - |) = (1,1) for the two boundaries of C. Moreover, it 
is shown in [6] that for an annulus with framings (p,p), the p-dependence of the 
amplitudes can be absorbed in a simple shift of the open string Kahler parameters, 
leaving the amplitudes otherwise unchanged. This allows us to choose canonical 
framing without loss of generality. We are very grateful to the authors of [6] for 
explaining this to us. 

The open string instanton expansions (28),(29) can be determined by adding 
the contributions of all fixed points of the S4 action. These are computed in sec- 
tion six, equations (6.30), (6.100), (6.101) and (6.102). There is one subtle aspect 
at this point, namely given the choices made so far, one has to count the contribu- 
tion of the pinched cylinder, eqn (6.102), twice in order to match the predictions 
of large N duality. This factor of two does not follow directly from localization 
computations, and it cannot be satisfactorily explained using our present knowl- 
edge of moduli spaces of open string maps. In fact, since the only criterion for 
introducing this factor is agreement with the closed string dual, we should think 
of it as a prescription of the duality map. A more conceptual explanation would 
require a much deeper mathematical understanding of the open/closed string du- 
ality, which is beyond the purpose of this work. We hope to report on this aspect 
in the future. 

To summarize this discussion, we propose the following large N Chern-Simons 
dual to the local dP2 model 

00    _^ 

^nlt(9s,tc,Ui,U2) = -Y, ^TrUfTrU* (30) 
d=l 
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oo        .   —dti 00        •   — dt2 

a=l ^ a=l -^ /Q^ \ 

~  e-d(ti+t2)        w        . l    j 

+ 2 J^ TrV^TrT^ 

where the framings of the knots Fi, r2, Hi, S2 are (2,2,0,0). In the next subsection, 
we will present very convincing evidence for this conjecture by computing the open 
string free energy up to degree four in e~tl, e~t2, e~tc and finding perfect agreement 
with the closed string results. 

4.1    Chern-Simons Computations 

As discussed above, we have to evaluate 

J7op(tl,t2,tc, Ai, A2) = J7!     (Ai,<75) + JF2     (A2,^5) + Finstidsih, h, ^c, Ai, A2) 

(32) 

where 

^n*t(ff.,*i,*2,*c, Ai, A2) = In^e^-*^'*1'*2'*0^^^1^)) . (33) 

Moreover, the instanton expansion is obtained by adding (30) and (31) 

Finst(9s,ti,t2, tc, UuU* VuVz) = F^lt(gs,tc, Ui, U2) + ^2t(^, <i, <2, ^i, V2). 
(34) 

The holonomy variables (E/i, Vi),(E/2, V2) are associated to the unknots (Hi,ri), 
(H2, r2) in Li and respectively L2- Each pair of knots form a link with linking num- 
ber one in the present choice of orientations. Moreover, (Hi,H2) are canonically 
framed while (ri,r2) have framings (2,2). This completely specifies the Chern- 
Simons system. The first two terms in (32) are well understood. Performing an 
analytic continuation as in [13, 19, 20, 44], we can write them in the form 

00 1 

^n(2sm^) 

The third term is more complicated. We will evaluate it perturbatively up to terms 
of order three in e_il, e~t2, e~tc. 

For a systematic approach, let us write the instanton corrections in the form 

Finst{gs,h,t2, tc,Ui, U2, Vi, V2) 

= f^ [^ne-ntl + ibne-nt2 - cne-ntc + 2dne-n^^A      (36) 

n=l 
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where 

a« _ 2nsin2fiTr^in' bn - 2nsin2f-Tr^2n 

C = iTrC/fltt/f, dn = iTrV^IVV^. 
(37) 

Then the first order terms are 

^nrt(^,ti,*2,tc,Ai,A2)(1) = e-hX{tl) + e-t>X{t2) +e-tcX{tc), (38) 

where we have introduced the notation 

X(tl)   = X(ti)  = i(al),        X(t2)  = X(t2)  = *(&l)»        X(tc)  = ^(tc)   =  ~(Cl)' (39) 

The expectation values in (39) can be evaluated using the Chern-Simons techniques 
developed in [32, 33, 34, 39, 45]. Some extra care is needed since we have to work 
with U(N) Chern-Simons theory, and not SU(N) [39]. Let us consider a link C 
with c components with representations Ra and framings pa, a = 1,... ,c. The 
framing dependence of the expectation value {WRa(C)) is of the form 

(WRa(C)){pi,...,Pc) = e*K-i***e*K-i^<WJt(£))(o,...,o)        (40) 

where la is the total number of boxes in the Young tableau of i?a, and K,Ra is a 
group theoretic quantity defined as follows. Let v = 1,... r label the rows of the 
Young tableau of a representation i?, and lv denote the length of the i>-th row. 
Then we have [39] 

r 

KR^l + Y^iPv-^Q (41) 
t;=l 

where / = ^=1 lv is the total number of boxes. Applying this formula, and taking 
into account the framings specified below (34), we have 

/     \ —      (e^Ai-e~^Ai)(e2tA2_e-^2) 
{Cl)- (2sin^)2 

By direct substitution in (36), we find 

finstigsitlih, tc, Ai, A2)(1) 

= 7—W e'*1 (-e2Ul + eliXl) + e^i-e^2 + ef^2) 
(2sin^)    [ 

+e-*c(e|*(Ai+A2) _ e^(-Ai+A2) _ eiz(Ai-A2) + e-|t(A1+A2)j 

"(43) 
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Let us consider the second order terms in (33).   By successively expanding the 
exponential and the logarithm, we obtain 

Finst(gs,ti,t2,tc,\u\2)(
2) = e-2tiX(2tl)+e-2t*X{2t2)+e-2t°X{2tc) 

+ e-'1-*"^,*) + e-*1-^ A,) + e-^XfrM, 
(44) 

where 

■X(2t,) = aJ(2t,) - lx2
tt), i = 1,2, c, 

%,«,) = «(*„«,) - XiuWt,),      i,j = 1,2,0, * ^ i, 

with 

«(2ti) = »<a2> - 5<ai>, «(%) = ifa) - 5(6?),       a:^) - -(02) + £<&?), 
^(tiA) = -(aibi) + 2(dl), X(tutc) = -»<oiCi>, a;(i2)tc) = -i^iCi). 

(46) 

In order to compute the relevant expectation values, we have to use the Frobenius 
formula in order to linearize quadratic expressions in the holonomy variables. Since 
the formula (44) is symmetric under the exchange of Ti and r2, it suffices to 
consider only Vi 

\2 (TrV1)
2 = TrnjV1+TrQV1 

TrV? = TrajVi - TrnVi (47) 

where en, B are the Young tableaux corresponding to the symmetric and antisym- 
metric representations of U(Ni), respectively. Applying (40) we have 

((TrVi)2) = e^-e^C&mVDo + e-2^e2iAl(,Ii:BF1)o 

(TrV?) = e2^e2ai (TVmFi)o - e'^e21^ (Tr^o ^ 

where the subscript zero means canonical framing. Now, the expectation value 
of Tr^Vi for the unknot with the canonical framing is given by the quantum 
dimension of R with quantum parameter et9s [39]. Therefore we have 

-itA, 
llrm^i/o — ^ 1 ^-T L (49) 

(Tr   V )    = (e^tAl-e"^tAl)(e^tAle"^ga-e"^lAle^ga) 
B (ei*^-e"i*^)(e*^-e-^3) 

Taking also into account (37), after some elementary computations, we arrive at 
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X(2ti) = (2sin^) 
r(e 

2iX1 0Si\i ) + 2(2smgsy 
(-elXl +e3lXl). SiXi 

(50) 

The result for X^) can be obtained by substituting ti—>t2 and Ai—>\2 in (50) 

The term -X"(3jc) can be evaluated analogously by linearizing the quadratic expres- 
sions in Ui,U2- The computation is straightforward since the unknots Si,H2 are 
canonically framed. We obtain 

X&c) - 2(2si1n^)2^ 
zAi r*Al)(e<A2 0-i\i (52) 

We now compute X^^ and X^tcy These terms are more interesting since they 
involve expectation values of linked Wilson loops. We can exploit again the Z/2 
symmetry which exchanges the links (ri,Si) and (r2,32). This means it suffices 
to consider 

X, (tl ,tc 2sinf- L 
<TrT/1'IWi) + <TrV1}('IWi) (1VC/2). (53) 

As discussed at length in [33, 34], in order for this expression to have the correct 
integrality properties, the expectation value of the link (TrViTrC/i) has to be taken 
with a particular normalization. For U(Ni) Chern-Simons theory, this amounts to 
writing the expectation value of a Hopf link C with linking number —1 as [33, 34] 

(W(C))m 

62 ̂iAi .e-!**i' 

Li9s _ p-h9s 
(l-e-*Al) 

62 
(54) 

e   2 

where the subscript (0,0) means that both components are in canonical framing. 
Up to normalization, this is the HOMFLY polynomial of the Hopf link. In our 
case, we have a link with linking number +1, which is in fact the mirror link £* of 
£. The expectation value of the mirror link £* is related to that of C by sending 
9s—> — 9s-» A—> - A [39]. Therefore, taking into account the framing correction, 
the expression we need in (53) is 

Ai (TrViTWi) = e 

Then, a direct computation yields 

1 

'e|iAi e-|^Al, 

km _ p-hga (i 0iAi> 

62 6    2" 

X{ {tutc)  ~ 
(2sinf) :(*' 

zAi o2zA l)(e h^ e-2iX2) 

(55) 

(56) 
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Next, -X'(t2)tc) can be obtained using the exchange symmetry as before 

X, (t2,tc) 
(2sinf)' 

J\2 _ „2iX2\(„hiXi (e*A2_eAA2)(e5*Al _e-5tAij_ iiAi> (57) 

Finally, we have to evaluate X(tltt2y Given what has been said so far, and using 
the observation that 

-(ai&i) + (ai)(&i) = 2lhbf- {TrViTrV2) - (TrV1)(TrV2) = 0, (58) 

a straightforward computation leads to 

2 
X. (*1,*2) 

(2sinf): 
ei(Ai+A2)(e|iAi _ e-^Ai^e|zA2 _ e-±i\2y (59) 

This concludes the evaluation of (44). The last step is to collect all the intermediate 
results (35),(43),(50)-(52) and (56)-(59) in a single formula. Writing only terms 
up to order two, we have 

(2sinf )2  _ 

Fopihihito Ai, A2) 

+e~tc(e2i(Al^2) - e2z'(-Ai+A2) - e|
i(Ai-A2) + e-\i{\i+\2)\ _|_ e-2ti(e2i\i _ e^i\i\ 

+e~2t2(e2iX2 — e3iA2) — 2e~tl"~t2e^Al"f"A2)(e2zAl — e~2iAl)(e2zA2 — e~2iA2) 

+e-ti-tc(ei\i _ e2zAi^e|zA2 _ e-|zA2j + e-t2-tc(ei\2 _ e2i\2^e\i\i _ e-|iAi) 

1 
2(2 sin p5 

e2iAi + e2zA2 _|_ e-2ii(_eai + e32Ai^ + e-2i2(_e2A2 + gSzAa) 

4-e-2tc/ez(Ai+A2) __ ei(-Ai+A2) _ ez(Ai-A2) + e-2(Ai+A2)) 

(60) 

We have also computed the terms of degree three and four in Appendix B, but we 
will not reproduce them here. 

4.2    Comparison with Duality Predictions 

In order to test large N duality, the free energy (60) must be compared with its 
closed string counterpart.   For convenience we write below the r = 0 (see (19)) 
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closed string result of [10] 

-i„-i qi + <?2 + gforV1 - ^r1 - 2g2 
1 + 3) + g2(-49l 

1
Q2- 

-2 
(2sinf)n 

+ S^1 + Sg^1 - 6) + fi-Gq^qz1 - Gq^q*2 + 7^ 
+ 7^2 + SSgr1^^1 - 32g1-

1 - 32gJ1 + 27) + ^(-Sgf3^1 

- 32gf 2g^2 - 8?f 1g^3 + Og!-3 + ISSg^g^1 + ISbq^q^2 

+ 9g^3 - HOgf2 - 400gf ^J1 - llOg^"2 + 286g1-
1 + 286g2 

+ 

192) + ... 

1 

2(2sin5s)" 
qi + ql + q^qTV - ^T - ^ +3) 

+ qH-lqiV + 5gr2 + 5g2-2 - 6) + . 

+ 
3 (2 sin ^V 

Qi + <?2 + q (qiQ2 - 2<h  - 2^ + 3) +.. 

+ 1 

4(2sin25s)' 
qt + qt + qHqrqi-lq'x 

=   p-Sl where we have introduced the notation q = e   , gi = e 
we have written only terms up to degree 4 in q in (61). 

92 

2g2-4 + 3) + ... 

(61) 

= e-52. Note that 

As a first qualitative test, note that the terms in the open string expression 
(60) satisfy the integrality constraints of a closed string expansion [19].  Namely, 
the terms weighted by 

2(2 sin gs) 
have the structure of degree two multicover con- 

tributions of the terms of degree one. In order to perform a precise test, we have 
to find a duality map relating the open string parameters {t\,t2,tc,\i,\2) to the 
closed string parameters (£, si,s2). We conjecture the following relations 

IS2 (62) Ai = isi, A2 

tl=i-|3i, *2=*-|52J *c = *- 5(51 +52). 

Note that the flat coordinates ti,<2?*c associated to the three primitive instan- 
tons receive indeed different quantum corrections, as anticipated in the paragraph 
preceding equation (26). This is quite sensible, given the interpretation of these 
corrections in terms of degenerate instantons proposed in [12]. 

Collecting (60) and the degree three and four terms computed in Appendix B, 
we can write the final expression for the free energy up to degree four 

J7op(ti,t2,ta Ai, A2) = Fop  + ^op  + Fop  + Fop , (63) 
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where 

■7r(0) _ 
•^ op   — /   .   0 x-2  e"51 + e"52 + e-*(eai+*2 - 2eSl - 2eS2 + 3) + e-2t(-4eSl+S2 

(2 sin^-J / v 

+5e51 + 5eS2 - 6) + e-3t(-6e25l+52 - 6eSl+2s2 + 7e2si + 7e2s2 

+35eSl+52 - 32e51 - 32e52 + 27) + e-4t(-8e35l+S2 - 32e2si+2s2 

-8eSl+Ss2 + 9eSsi + 135e25l+52 + 135e5l+252 + 9e3s2 - 110e251 

-400e5l+52 - 110e252 + 286e51 + 286eS2 - 192) 

e"251 + e"252 + e-2*(e25i+252 _ 2e251 _ 2e252 + 3) 

+e-4i(-4e2si+252 + 5e251 + 5e252 - 6) 

2(2 sings)2 

3(2sin ^)2 

1 
4(2sin2ps)

2 

e-351 + e-352 + e-3t(e35l"f3s2 - 2e351 - 2e352 + 3) 

e"451 + e"452 4- e-4*(e45l+452 - 2e451 - 2e452 + 3) 

r(l) Fop  = e-st [ - 8e5l+S2 + 9eSl + 9e52 - 10] + e"4* [9e25l+252 - 72e2s^S2 

_72esi+2s2 + 68e2Sl + 344^1+52 + 68e252 _ 288e51 - 288e52 + 231], 

?$ - (2sinf )2e-4i[lle2si+52 + lle5l+2s2 - 12e2si - 112e5l+S2 - 12e2s2 

+ 108eSl + 108eS2 - 102], 

?$ = (2sinf )V4'[l3e5l+52 - 14e51 - Me52 + 15]. 

(64) 

Since q = e t,qi = e Sl,q2 = e 52, we see that all the terms in J7^ are in perfect 
agreement with (61). This is a highly nontrivial test of our conjecture. The other 
three expressions contain terms that have the gs dependence of GV invariants with 
r = 1, r = 2 and r = 3 respectively and we interpret them as duality predictions. 
Note that some of these higher genus invariants can be computed using the methods 
of [30]. For example all degree three r = 1 invariants can be computed this way 
obtaining perfect agreement with (64). The successful comparison obtained so far 
leads us to conjecture that the free energy of the Chern-Simons system considered 
in this section captures all genus topological amplitudes of the local dP2 model. 
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It would be very interesting to test this conjecture at higher order and eventually 
develop a more conceptual understanding of this correspondence. 

5    Localization of Open String Maps - Geometric Con- 
siderations 

As discussed in the previous section, the instanton expansions (30) and (31) can 
be derived using the open string localization techniques developed in [12]. In 
this section we carry out the first part of this program, by finding the general 
structure of invariant open string maps / : E^—>Y subject to the homology 
constraint /♦[E^/J = <i/3, where (3 is an (yet undetermined) integral generator 

of H2(Y,L1 U L2\Z). The main result is that /3 = [I>i] = [Z^] = [C] = /?, where 
Di,D2,C are the holomorphic cycles constructed in section two. The sought maps 
are then multicovers of Z?i, D2, C, as promised in section two. 

We first compactify the hypersurfaces Y^ by taking a projective closure of the 
ambient variety Z. Recall that Z is isomorphic to the total space of 0(—1)®0(—2) 
over P2, which can be represented as a toric variety 

Z1   Z2   Z3     U      V 
C*      1      1      1    -1    -2. lb5J 

The family y/ A can be described as a family of hypersurfaces in Z determined by 

Z1U + VZ2Z3 = fx. (66) 

Recall also that 1^ -> P2 is a fibration with non-compact fibers and no holomor- 
phic section (nor multi-section). 

The (relative) projective closure of Z is the compact toric variety Z — (C3 \ {0}) 
x (C3 \ {0}) /(C*)2 determined by 

Zi    Z2   Z3     U     V   W 
C*      1      1      1-1-2     0 (67) 
C*      0      0      0      1       11. 

Note that Z ~ P (O 0 0(-l) 0 0(-2)) over P2. The Picard group of Z has rank 
two and is generated by the divisor classes 

Ci:     Zi = 0,        C2:     W = 0. (68) 

By constructing the toric fan associated to (67), one can check that the Mori cone 
of Z is generated by the curve classes r)i = (1(^2 - Ci)(C2 — 2Ci), % = Ci (C2 — 2Ci)- 
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One can also choose concrete representatives of the form 

^ :     Zi = U = V = 0,        m :     Z1 = Z2 = V = 0. (69) 

The projective completion of the family (66) is a family y/A of compact hyper- 
surfaces in Z given by 

Z1U + VZ2Z3 = fiW. (70) 

Let Y denote a generic fiber of this family (as noted before, we drop the subscript 
// with the understanding that /i is fixed at some real positive value). We denote by 

Y^Y^Z the obvious embedding maps. The induced fibration TT : Y -> P2 is a 
P1 fibration; the inverse image of a line L in P2 is a complex surface /7r_1(L) ~ Fi. 
Moreover, Y ~ P (O(-l) 0 0(-2)), and Y can be identified with P3 blown up at 
a point. It follows that fyiY, Z) ~ H2(Y, Z) ~ Z0Z. As generators of i72(y, Z) 
we can take the section a defined by V = 0, and ^(L) (defined, say, by Zi = 0). 
The second homology of Y is similarly generated by algebraic cycles. For example, 
one can choose a basis consisting of the curve classes 772,771 + % restricted to Y. 
In particular this shows that the pushforward map j* : #2(^5 Z)—>H2(Z, Z) is an 
isomorphism. 

The divisor at infinity in Y is defined as the pull back of the Cartier divisor 
W = 0 on Z: (QQ = Y\Y. Note that £00 £ Icr+7r*(^)l5 which is an ample divisor on 
Y. In particular any holomorphic curve on Y must intersect £00, and Y contains 
no holomorphic curve classes, as mentioned in section two. 

Prom this point, our analysis follows [12]. We restrict our considerations to 
open string morphisms which are fixed points of a certain torus action. Recall 
that there is a natural S1 action (25) on Z, which can be extended such that it 

(71) 

As in [12], we restrict our search to T-invariant open string maps to the pair 
(Y, Li nl^) subject to the homology constraint /*pp,/i] = dP- There is a subtlety 
here, since one might think it suffices to consider open string maps to Y instead of 
Y. The problem is related to the compactification of M^/^Y, d/3). Since Y is not 
compact, the correct point of view is to consider open string maps to (Y, Li U L2) 
subject to certain contact conditions along (QQ. In our case, the order of contact 
should be zero, but we cannot automatically exclude eventual compactification 
effects. Therefore we will consider open string morphisms to Y, and in the end 
show that such effects are ruled out by homology constraints. 

3This is not the most general action, but it suffices for localization purposes on Y. 

preserves Coo3: 

Zi    Z2   Z3 U V w 
Ai    A2    0 -Ai -A2 0. 
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According to [22, 29], the domain of an SMnvariant map / : Sp^—>Y has 
to be a nodal bordered Riemann surface whose irreducible components are either 
closed compact Riemann surfaces or holomorphic discs. In the present situation 
there is an extra possibility, namely the domain can also be an annulus. Therefore, 
we can divide the problem into two parts. The compact components of E^ have to 
be mapped to invariant closed curves on Y, which can be found using simple toric 
considerations. The second part reduces to finding T-invariant maps / : Eo,i—>Y 
and / : 20,2—>Y with lagrangian boundary conditions along Li and L2. As in [12], 
we can show that any such / can be extended to a T-invariant map / : EQ—>Y 
from a smooth rational curve to Y. Proceeding as in section five of [12], we see 
that the only curves on Y satisfying these conditions are 

di : ZiU = tMW,        Z3 = V = 0, (72) 

d2: ZlU = nW,        Z2 = V = Q, (73) 

c: Z2Z3V = IMW,        ZI = U = 0. (74) 

By writing (72) (resp. (73)) in local coordinates, it follows that di (resp. cfe) 
intersects Li (resp. L2) along Fi (l^) which divides it into two discs Di (resp. 
D2) and Di (D2) with boundary on Zq (Z^)- Similarly c intersects both Li and 
L2 in Si and H2, which divide c in the cylinder C and two other discs D3 and D4. 

For future reference, let us note at this point that there is a family of degree 
two curves on Y which induces similarly a family of degree two holomorphic annuli 
on Y with boundaries on Li, L2. In terms of homogeneous coordinates, this family 
is described by 

pZ* - r)Z2Z3 = 0,        pU2 -fjV = ^        UZx + FZ2Z3 = pW (75) 

where (/?, rj) are projective moduli. By writing these equations in local coordi- 
nates, one can check that (75) indeed intersects the two spheres Li,L2 along two 
circles. Moreover, if (p,7?) = (1,0), (75) describes the cylinder C with multiplicity 
2 whereas if (p,rj) = (0,1) we obtain the nodal cylinder Di U D2 with multiplic- 
ity 1. Therefore 2C and Di U D2 belong to the same moduli space of bordered 
Riemann surfaces in Y with boundaries on Z>i,Z/2. 

Returning to our problem, we next show as in [12] that the discs D'^D^ D3 and 
D4 are in fact ruled out by the homology constraint /*p0,/i] =-d[.D] by computing 
the homology classes in #2(Y,Li n L21Z) ^ -H^C^Z). We have a commutative 
diagram of homology groups 

Zf2(y, L; Z) -^ Jf2(Z, L; Z) (76) 

H2(Y,Z)—±-+H2{Z,Z) 
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in which all the four arrows are isomorphisms. Therefore we can reduce the prob- 
lem to computing the homology classes of the discs in question as relative cycles 
for Z rather than (Y,L). In fact Li and L2 are fillable in Z; this is realized ge- 
ometrically by deforming to 11 = 0. In this limit, the discs become holomorphic 
curves on the singular fiber FQ whose homology classes in H2(Z,Z) can be easily 
determined from the algebraic equations. Note that the singularities of YQ have 
no effect on this computation. In the limit /i = 0, di specializes to a reducible 
curve with components Zi — U = V = 0, V = Z\ — Z^ — 0 (class of a fiber) 
and V = Zi = Z3 = 0, which are precisely the generators 771 and 772 of H2{Z,Z). 
The two discs D'^Di are deformed in this limit to these two components of rfi; 
therefore we find 

J*[Di] = rh,        MD'1]=m- (77)' 

By a similar reasoning we also find 

i* [D2] = i* [C] = m,      i* [sy = j* [Ds] - i* [A] = % • (78) 

Since 7/1,772 are generators of the Mori cone^f Z, using the commutative diagram 
(76), we conclude that [Di] = [^2]^ [C] = ^ are integral generators of ^(Y", Li U 
L2; Z). Therefore we can identify /? = /? from now on. 

Now we can complete the description of a general 51-invariant map / : E^—>Y 
subject to the homology constraint /*[S^j/l] = d/S. If the domain of the map is an 
annulus £0,2? ^e above analysis shows that / : £0,2—>Y has to be an invariant 
d : 1 cover of C. If the domain is a nodal bordered Riemann surface, the disc 
components have to be mapped either to Di or D2 in an invariant manner. This 
leaves us with question of finding the images of the closed compact components of 
£p,/i. This is a simple exercise, taking into account the homology constraints. Note 
that j*/? is identified with 7/1 under the isomorphism H2(Z, Li Ul/2; Z) ~ #2(^5 Z). 
Since 7/1 is a generator of the Mori cone of Z, it follows that any closed compo- 
nent of Hgfi has to be mapped to an invariant curve in the class 7/1 lying on Y. 
Moreover, since the image of / must be connected, this curve would have to pass 
through the common origin of Di, D2 i.e. the point P : Z2 = Z3 = U = V = 0. It 
is easy to check that the only invariant curves on Y passing through this point are 
in the fiber class 7/2, which is a distinct generator of the Mori cone of Z. Therefore 
we conclude that there are no curves on Y satisfying all the required conditions; all 
closed components of Ep^ have to be mapped to the point P. This completes the 
description of the fixed loci. In the next section we will evaluate the contributions 
all these fixed points using localization techniques. 
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6    Localization of Open String Maps - Explicit Com- 
putations 

In this section we conclude the localization computation for open string maps with 
an explicit evaluation of the contributions of all fixed loci. We will be using the 
tangent-obstruction complex technique [7, 17, 31, 37] generalized to open string 
morphisms in [22, 29]. Based on the results obtained so far, the fixed locus of the 
induced toric action on Mg^(Y,L,d/3) consists of two disconnected components. 
The first component consists of invariant maps to the annulus C, while the second 
component consists of invariant maps to the pinched cylinder Di U D2. Given the 
structure of the fixed locus in the target space Y, there are no other components. 
Let us evaluate their contributions. 

6.1    Multicovers of C 

Recall that the annulus C is defined by an embedding / : SQ 2—^Y given locally 
by 

U2: X2(t) = 0, wV) = *, Mt) = o> V2(t) = f 
U3: xsit') = 0, y3(t') = t', mi?) = 0, V3(f) = f 

(79) 

Moreover, the boundary conditions at the two ends are imposed by the local equa- 
tions of Li, L2, which are 

(80) 

Up to reparameterizations, there is a single invariant multicover of C of degree d, 
which is the Galois cover. In local coordinates we have / : SQ 2—^Y given by4 

Li: U2 = X2, V2 = V2 

L2: U3 = X3, V3 = Vs- 

U2: X2(t) = 0, V2(t) = td, U2{t) = 0, V2(t) = $ 
Uz: M*) - 0, ys(t,) = t'd, U3(f) = 0, 

(81) 

where *,*' are local coordinates on Eo,2 = {/i1/2d < |i| < /i-1/2^}. This means that 
the only nontrivial coefficients in (28) are 60,1,1(^5 d, d), the rest being zero. These 
coefficients can be computed by evaluating the contributions of the fixed loci in 
the moduli space of stable open string maps along the lines of [22, 29]. 

4In order to keep the notation simple, we will denote all open string maps generically by /. 
The meaning should be clear from the context. 
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Let us denote £0,2 by E in order to simplify the formulas. Note that the 
automorphism group of this map has an automorphism group of order d generated 
by (t—KM'—K-1^) where £ is a d-th root of unity. In local coordinates, the 
torus action (25) reads 

U2: X2—>ei<l>(Xl-^X2, 2/2— -►e-^ifc, tia—-).e<*(-Al+Aa)«2, V2—>e^A2V2 

Us: a;3_>e^Aia.3j ys- -teW'ys, ns—>e-iAlU3, V3^e-^A2U3 
(82) 

The map (81) is left invariant if we let S1 act on E by 

In order to write down the tangent-obstruction complex for the above map we 
need to introduce some more notation. Note that the tangent bundles T/^ 2 of the 
lagrangian cycles Za,!^ are real subbundles of the holomorphic tangent bundle 
Ty restricted to Li and respectively L2. Pulling back to E we obtain a triple5 

(/*(Ty),/^(TLl),/|(TL2)) which defines a Riemann-Hilbert bundle on E. We let 
TY denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of/*(Ty) with boundary val- 
ues in (fgiTLi), fdiTLz))- Similarly, the holomorphic tangent bundle of E together 
with the tangent bundles to the two boundary components form a Riemann-Hilbert 
bundle whose associated sheaf of holomorphic sections will be denoted by 7E. Then 
the tangent-obstruction complex of / takes the form 

0—+il0 (E, n) ^H0 (E, Ty) ^T1—+H1 (S, Tv) ^H1 (E, Ty) —>T2—>0. 
(84) 

The torus actions (82), (83) induce an action on all terms in (84), so that we obtain 
a complex of equivariant vector spaces. The contribution of the fixed point (81) is 
given by 

e(T2) _ 1   f     ejB^ejB™) 

Jptsl e(T1)      d Jpt \Aut(f)\ Jptql e(Ti)      d J^. e{B?)e{Bl?) 
(85) 

where B™ denotes the moving part of the i-th term in the complex (84) and e( ) is 
the 51- equivariant Euler class. The integration is Sl-equivariant integration over 
the fixed point locus, which is a point. 

In order to evaluate (85) we have to compute the relevant cohomology groups 
and take the moving parts [17]. We will do this computation in Cech cohomology, 
as in [38]. The cylinder E is covered by two open sets 

Wx = {y>l2d < t < z,-1^},        U2 = {Ai1/M < t' < //-1/M}. (86) 

5We denote by /a the restriction of / : U—>Y to the boundary of E. 
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The Cech complex we are interested in is 

0—►THWi) © TY^-^TYiUu)—>0 (87) 

where «(si,S2) = si|w12 - 52|wi2- The local sections of 7y over Wi, W2 have the 
form 

^1 - (EneZ^ni") ^ + (Enez/Jn*") ^ + (E„eZ Tn*") d„2 + (/i E„eZ ^n*") ^ 

(88) 

where the coefficients 0!n,/3n,7„,5„, 0^,^,7^,^ are subject to two types of con- 
straints. We have constraints imposed by the boundary conditions (80) which can 
be written in the form 

Y^ anr
neine = ]£ 7„rne-<n',        £ A»r V"* = /* E ^"e"*"" (89) 

and identical conditions for primed coefficients. At the same time, one must impose 
the condition that the infinitesimal deformations parameterized by (88) be tangent 
to Y. Recall that the local equation of Y in U2 is 

#2^2 + 2/2^2 = V- (90) 

Therefore the sheaf of holomorphic differentials on Y n U2 is generated by 
(dx2,dy2,du2,dv2) subject to the condition 

X2dU2 + U2dX2 + y2dv2 + ^2^2/2 = 0. (91) 

By contracting (91) with (88) and taking into account the fact that X2 = U2 = 0 
along C, we find 

(£A*n+*M(E^n)=a (92) 
VneZ / VnGZ / 

The conditions for local sections over U2 are very similar. In terms of coefficients, 
(89) and (92) yield 

an = M"n/d7-n, A* =/^^-n, Pn + &n-2d = 0 (93) 

and, similarly, 

< =/i-^-n, 0n = ^"S-n, P'n + CM = 0 • (94) 

In order to be able to compare the two sections upon restriction, we have to write 
say 52 in terms of t = 1/t' and dX2,... , e?V2. The relevant linear transformations 
are 

dxz = 1/23E2, ^ = -X2y2dX2 - yldy2 + y2U2dU2 + 2y2V2dV2, 
8    — -±-8 8    — -K8 Wb' 



Oin - Oi'_n+d = On, Ai + ^_n+2d = K 

In ~ l-n-d ~ Cn' Sn + ti'-n-2d = dn 
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Using these transformations, a straightforward computation shows that the map 
K is given by 

K(SUS2) = (EnezK - <x'_n+d)tn) dX2 + (ZneziPn + PLn+2d)tn) dy2 

+ {Zneziln - i-n-d)tn) dU2 + (MEnez(^ + ^n-2AT) dV2. 
(96) 

Let us determine the kernel and cokernel of this map. For this, let us consider the 
following system of equations 

(97) 

where ambmCmdn are coefficients of a generic section of 7y (Wi2)- Hence we have 

bn + dn-2d = 0. (98) 

Using the constraints (93) and (94) we can rewrite (97) in the following form 

a-n - 0:'_n+d = an, Pn+ P'_n,2d = bn 

(99) 

In order to find the kernel of n we have to set all an,... ,dn to zero, and solve 
the resulting homogeneous equations. Then it is easy to check that there are no 
nonzero solutions except for the following cases 

2n = d,        ad/2 = a'dl2 

n = d, (3d = -fSd. 
[iW) 

In all other cases, the solutions are identically zero. Note that the first case 
cannot be realized unless d is even. Therefore we find that Ker(^) c^ H0(E^ 7y) is 
generated by 

ad/2td/2dx2 + Pdtddy2 + l^1/2ad/2t-
d/2dU2 + fipdt-

ddV2,        for d even 
/3dt

ddy2 + nf3dt-
ddV2, for d odd    y      ) 

where (3d + (3d = 0. We can similarly compute the cokernel of K. The equations 
(99) have solutions for any values of an,... , dn subject to the constraints 

c_ ■d/2 = Hll2ad/2,        d-d = bd,        bd + bd = 0. (102) 

If these constraints are not satisfied, the equations (99) have no solutions. 
Taking also into account (98), it follows that Coker(^) ~ iJ1(S,7y) is generated 
by sections of the form 

o>d/2td/2dX2 + bdt
ddy2,        for d even 

bdt
ddy2, ford odd l      J 
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where bd-bd — 0. Note that for d even we obtain one extra deformation and 
one extra obstruction compared to d odd. This reflects the fact that there is a 
family of holomorphic cylinders of degree two on Y interpolating between 2C and 
Di U D2 as shown in (75). This means that for d even the invariant map (81) can 
be deformed to a <i/2 : 1 cover of the holomorphic cylinders described in (75). 

In order to finish the computation of the integral in (85), we have to determine 
the moving parts of #0(E, 7y) and JET^E, TY). The action of Sl on i?0(E, Ty) is 
determined by (1) and the explicit form of the generators (101), (103). We adopt 
the notation conventions of [29] for representations of 51, namely the representa- 
tion z—>eiw(t)z, where z E C, will be denoted by (w). The trivial real represen- 
tation will be denoted by (O)©.. One can define an S^-equivariant isomorphism 
tfO(S,Ty)—^(^T^by 

ad/2td/2dX2 + f3dt
ddy2 + V1/2ad/2t-^dU2 + /^"^ —► ad/2t

d/2dX2 + (3dt
ddy2 

Pdtddy2 + H(3dt-
ddv2 —+ i(3dt

ddy2, 
(104) 

for d even and respectively odd. This shows that both i?0(E, Ty) and i?1(E, Ty) 
are isomorphic to 

(^ - Ai) 0 (0)R,        for d even 

(0)]R, for d odd. 

Therefore we have 

eW) 1 (106) 

in (85). A similar computation shows that B™ and B™ are trivial, hence 

^^ = 1. (107) 

We conclude that contribution of the fixed point (81) to the open string topological 
amplitudes is simply 

Co,i,i(d;d,d) = i (108) 

6.2      Multicovers of Di U D2 

We now perform a similar computation for the components of the fixed locus which 
map to the pinched cylinder Di U D2.  In this case the structure of 51 invariant 
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maps / : E^—>Y is more complicated [22, 29, 38]. Recall that the two discs are 
defined locally by (13) and (14). For convenience let us reproduce the relevant 
formulas below. The common domain of the maps fi^ ' So,!—^ is the disc 
{|*| < M"1/2} = {/^1/2 < W\} in F1 with affine coordinates (M')- The local form 
of the holomorphic embeddings is 

tfi:                 xi(t)=t, 
U2:                   X2(t,)=t', 

yi(t) = o, 
y2(t') = 0, 

Ui(t) =11, 

M?) = f, 
«!(*)= 0 

V2(t') = 0, 
(109) 

and respectively 

Ui:               x1{t)=Q, 
U3 :              xzi?) = t', 

yi(*) = t, 
2/3(0 = 0, 

Ul(t) =fi, 
Mt') = f, 

«i(i) = 0 
v3(t')=0, 

(110) 

We will also need the defining equations for the two spheres in all coordinate 
patches. For Li we have 

Ui : uixixi = 1, vixfxi = yi .111v 
U2 ' U2= X2, V2 = y2 

and for L2 

Ui : wil/iyi = 1, viViVi = xi ,112, 
U3: U3 = X3, v3 = y3. 

Recall also that the open string maps are labelled by three integers (#, ^1,^2)5 
where hi ^2 denote the number of holes mapped to Fi = dDi and respectively 
r2 = dD2- The homotopy class of such a map is determined by the degrees di, c^ 
and the winding numbers ra2-, i = 1,... ,/ii, n^, jf = 1,... ,/i2 subject to the 

constraints X)f=i mi — ^i? S?=i nj ~ ^2- In order to describe the structure of the 
corresponding fixed loci, we need to distinguish several cases. 

i) (g,hi,h2) = (0,1,0). The invariant maps are Galois covers / : A1—>Di of 
degree m = di with automorphism group Z/di. 

ii) (#, hi,h2) — (0,0,1). The invariant maps are Galois covers / : A2—^2 of 
degree n — d2 with automorphism group Z/cfc- 

Hi) (5, hi,h2) = (0,2,0). The domain of an invariant map has to be a pinched 
cylinder A} U A^ The components are mapped as Galois covers of degrees mi, 7712 
to Di. In this case the automorphism group is a product of Z/rai x Z/m2 with 
a permutation group P which is trivial in mi ^ 7712 and it permutes the two 
boundary components if mi = 7712. \Aut(f)\ = |P|mim2 where |P| = 1 if mi / m2, 
and |P| = 2 if mi = m2. 
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iv) (#, hi,h2) — (0,0,2). The domain is similarly a pinched cylinder A^ U A^ 
which are again mapped as Galois covers of degrees (ni,n2) to ZV By analogy 
with the previous case we have \Aut{j)\ — |P|nin2, where P is defined similarly. 

v) (g,hi,h2) = (0,1,1). The domain is of the form A} U Af, and the two 
components are mapped to D^Di as Galois covers of degrees (mi,ni) = (rfi,^). 
The automorphism group is simply Z/mi x Z/ni since permuting the two boundary 
components does not preserve / in this case. Therefore |A^(/)| = mini. 

vi) In all other cases, the domain of the map must be of the form E^ U 
Aj U ... U A^ U Af U ... U A^ where (£° pi,... ,^,41,. •. ,qh2) is a stable 
/i-punctured curve of genus g and Aj,... , Aj , Af,... , A^2 are holomorphic discs 
whose origins are attached to S^ at the punctures (pi,... iPhi) an(i respectively 
(gi,... ,^2). The map / sends TP to the point P which is the common origin 
of the discs Di,D2 in y, and maps the discs A*,... jA^, Af,... ,A^2 to Di 
and respectively D2. By S'1 invariance, all these maps must be Galois covers 
of some degrees mi,... ,m/ll and ni,... ^n^- In this case, the automorphism 
group is generated by a) automorphisms of the Galois covers and b) permutations 
of (pi,... jP/iJ and respectively (91,... ,3^2) which leave the orders unchanged. 
Note that only permutations which act on (pi,... ^ptn) and (<Zi,... ,9/i2) sepa- 
rately are allowed. The permutations which exchange pi with qj are not auto- 
morphisms of / even if mi = rij for some values of i and j. Therefore Aut(f) 

is a product between Yli=i ^/m2 x 117=1 ^/nj x ^hi x <5/i2 We have accordingly 

\Aut(f)\ = Y^l1min';2=1njh1\h2\. 

In the following we will denote E^ by E and E^ by E0 in order to simplify 
the equations. The tangent-obstruction complex has the form 

0-^Aut(Z)-+H0{X,TY)—^T1—>De/(E)—^{^Ty)—>T2—^0      (113) 

where A^t(E), Z)e/(E) are the groups of infinitesimal automorphisms and respec- 
tively infinitesimal deformations of E. In the generic case, which is number six on 
the above list, we have to evaluate 

\Aut(f)\ J^^ e{B?)e{B?) ^ 

where the notation is as before. In the special cases (i)-(v), the fixed locus is just a 
point, hence the integral should be modified accordingly. Note that in the instanton 
series we have to sum over ordered /ii-uples (mi,... .m^) and respectively h2- 
uples (ni,... ^J. Since the value of (114) is invariant under a permutation of 
the winding numbers, we can alternatively sum over unordered (mi,... ,777,/^), 
(ni,... , nh2) and divide only by J]^! 'mi H^Li n3 in (114)- Tllis is the point of 
view we will take in this section. 
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Let us start with the generic case. Since the domain Riemann surface is nodal, 
we have to use a normalization exact sequence in order to compute the terms in 
(113).  Let 7y, i = 1,... , hi, Ty , j — 1,... , /i2 denote the restrictions of 7y to 

the discs Aj and respectively A^. In other words, Ty is the sheaf associated to the 
Riemann-Hilbert bundle obtained by pulling back the pair (Ty,^) to the disc 
A]-, and similarly for Ty . In the following we will always label the boundary com- 
ponents mapped to L\ by i = 1,... ,/ii, and the boundary components mapped 
to Li by j — 1,... , /i2- Then we have the following exact sequence 

O-^Ty^ G^x 7j 0 ©J^T^ © /o*(Ty)—> 0^ (Ty)p © eJ^CTyJp—^0 
(115) 

where /o : S0—>Y denotes the restriction of / to S0. This yields the following 
long exact sequence 

0-+#0(E, Ty)—> ®ilU H0(Al Tl) 0 ©J^tAj, 7^) © ^(S0, /0*(Ty)) 

—> ©^i (Ty)p © ©^(Tyjp—^(S, Ty) 

^©f:i1fr1(Al,riJ)©ffiJti^
1(AJ

2,7^)ffiH1(s0,/0*(ry))^o. 
(116) 

We denote by i^1, A; = 1,... , 5 the moving parts of the terms in (116). Then we 
have 

e(B?) e{F?)      ' 

The other factors in (114) are 

e(ffr) _ e(Aut{1E)m) 
e{B?) - e{DefW»y 

(117) 

(118) 

Since we are in the generic case, Aut^) consists only of rotations of the h discs, 
which have 51-weight zero, therefore we have e(Aut{Tl)

m) = 1. The moving part 
of Z)e/(S) consists only of deformations of the h nodes, namely 

Def&T = ®ti (2k(£0) ® To(Aj)) © ©Jii (Tgj (S
0) ® To (A?)).        (119) 

Therefore, in order to finish the computation we have to determine F^.F^.F^1. 
In order to do that, let us begin with some local considerations. We will focus on 
the disc Di, since D2 is entirely analogous. In the following we will need the local 
form of the torus action in the coordinate patches Ui, U2 

Ui: Xi- ̂ eiH^-Xi)Xu Vi- -te-t^yu ui—yuu vi—te1^1-*2 

U2: X2- -+eM>*-*2)x2, y2- -+e-i*x>V2, U2- -^e^-Ai+Aa)^^ V2—>ei't>X2V2 
(120) 
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We will also need the local form of the sheaf of Kahler differentials on Ui,U2. 
Given the local equations (11) we find the following relations 

Ui :        dui + yividxi + xividyi + xiyidvi = 0 ^v 
U2 : X2du2 + U2dx2. + y2dv2 + V2dy2 = 0. 

Let us now compute the Cech cohomology groups H*(Aj, Ty) and H*(Aj, 7y ). 

We consider as before a disc A of the form {|t| < fj,-1/2*} = {^ll2d < \t!\} in P1 

with affine coordinates (t^t'). A Galois cover of degree d f : A—>>Di is given in 
local coordinates by 

Ui : a;i(t) = td, y^t) = 0, ^(t) = /x, ^(t) - 0 
U2 : X2{tt) = t'd, vttf) = 07 U2{t') = ft, V2(t') = 0. 

(122) 

Note that (122) is left invariant if we let 51 act on the domain A by 

I yei<KM-*2)/d £ ^e#(A2-Ai)/d< (123) 

We cover the disc A by two open sets 

Ui = {0 < \t\ < /i-1/2rf},        U2 = {lil,2d < |*| < fa + e2)1/2d} (124) 

and construct the Cech complex 

0—VTHWi) 0 TY^^TriU^-^O. (125) 

The generic sections in 7Y(UI),7Y(U2) have the form 

S2 = {EneZ^J71) dX2 + {ZnezPnt'71) dy2 + ^EneZ^71) ft.a + (EnSZ VO ftia- 
(126) 

Note that we sum over n > 0 for sections in T(Ui). In order to have a uniform 
notation, we can extend these sums to n £ Z, with the convention that an,... ,Sn 

are zero for n < 0. 

The coefficients an,/3n,... ,5^ are again subject to two types of constraints. 
The boundary conditions at \t'\ — nl/2d take the form 

2 o^r V" = /, 2 T'n^e"^9',        E ^"^ = E ^e-^       (127) 
nGZ n€Z n€Z nGZ 

where r = /x1/2^. This yields the following relations between coefficients 

c/n = ^""^V-n, ^ = l*-n,d?-n-' (128) 
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Obviously, the un-primed coefficients are not subject to boundary conditions. 
Next, we want the infinitesimal deformations (126) to be tangent to Y. By evalu- 
ating (121) along JDI, and contracting with (88), we obtain 

oo 

J2 olJn + *'M £ l'Jn = 0,        £ 7nt" = 0. (129) 
nGZ nGZ n=0 

The resulting relations between coefficients can be written as 

<+^-2d = 0, '       7n = 0. (130) 

In order to compute the kernel and cokernel of /s, we have to rewrite 52 in terms 
of t and dXx,... , dVl. The relevant linear transformations are 

dX2 = -zf dXl - x\y\dy1 + uixidui + 2xiVidVl, Sy2 = a;iSyi, 

Then, by direct computations, one can check that the map n takes the form 

K(SI,S2) = ( EK + a'-n+2d)tn) dXl + f £(/?„ - /3Ln+d)r ) 5, 
VnGZ / VnGZ / 

\nez ) 

yi 

(132) 

Again, in order to determine the kernel and cokernel of K we have to consider the 
following system of equations 

Oin + Oi_n^2d = an, (3n — p_n+d = bn (133) 
£71 — o_n_2d = dn 

where an, 6n, cn, dn are coefficients in the Laurent expansion of an arbitrary section 
of 7y(Wi2). Therefore they are subject to the constraints 

cn = 0. (134) 

In order to find the kernel, we set an,... , dn to zero and solve for the coefficients 
in the left hand side of equations (98). Combining (128) and (130) we have 

a'n + ^d-nVda'_n+2d = 0,        0n - /z-^'-n = 0. (135) 

Consider the equation in the first column of (98). Since an = 0 for n < 0, using 
the first equation in (135), we find that ar

n = 0 for n < 0 or 2d < n. This leaves 
only 2d+1 nonzero coefficients an = — a^n+2d> 0 < n <2d subject to the relations 

an + ^d-nVda-_n+2d = 0. (136) 
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Next, using (133) and the second equation in (135) we can find the relations 

l3n = ^n-<W*6_n_d,       ^_n_d = /i-("+M)/25n. (137) 

Since f3n,5n = 0 for n < 0, it follows that the only solutions are /?n = Sn = 0. 
Therefore the kernel of K is generated by sections of the form 

[EtoK*71 - ^n-dVdant
2d-n) + a^] dXl (138) 

where ad + eld = 0. 

Now let us determine the cokernel of «, which is generated by local sections 
with coefficients an,... ,dn for which the equations (133) have no solutions. Let 
us first analyze the equation in the first column of (133). Using (135), we find that 

an = 0,        a'n = -^d-n)ldan, forn < 0 
<*n + o/_n+2d = an,        af

n-^
d-nydaf_n+2d = 0,        for 0 < n < 2d    (139) 

an = ^n~d)/da2d-n -an,        a'n = ^2d-m for 2d < n. 

It is clear that these equations have solutions for any values of a^ therefore we do 
not obtain any obstructions from the first equation in (98). We have to perform a 
similar analysis for the second set of equations in (98). Exploiting again the fact 
that /3n, Sn = 0 for n < 0, one can show that 

/£ - -&-n+d,        S'_n = -dn-2d (140) 

for d < n < 2d. Substituting (140) in the second equation of (135) we obtain the 
following condition on 6n5 dn 

b_n_d = ^n+2d)/ddn (141) 

for — d < n < 0. Therefore the cokernel of K is (d - 1)-dimensional and generated 
by sections of the form 

(142) 

In particular, if d — 1 there are no obstructions. 

Collecting the results obtained so far, we can determine the contribution of 
a single disc to the integrand in (114). Recall that we are using the notation 
conventions of [29] for representations of S1, namely the representation z—>eiw^z 
is denoted by (w). The real trivial representation is denoted by (0)]R. Then, taking 
into account (120) and (123), i70(A,7y) computed in (138) is SMsomorphic to6 

(Ai - A2) e \{\i - ^2)^^ J e... e KAI - A2)^ e (O)R. (143) 

There is a subtlety here related to the choice of signs for the weights of the toric action on 
H ' (A, 7y), which can be traced to the choice of orientations. We made this choice so that the 
signs agree with [29]. 
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Similarly, the obstruction group -H^A, 7y) computed in (142) is 51-isomorphic to 

A2 - 2Ai + -(Ai - A2)) 0 ( A2 - 2Ai + -(Ai - A2)) 0 ... 

A2-2Ai + -y-(Ai-A2) 

The above formulas have been derived for / : A—>Di a Galois cover of Di. We 
can perform entirely analogous computations for Galois covers of D2. In fact, one 
can simply find the S1 action on the corresponding deformation and obstruction 
groups by exchanging X2 <-> #3 and 1/2 <-> ys in the above computations. In that 
case, iy0(A, 7y) is 51-isomorphic to 

(Ai) © (^Ai) © • • • © (^Ai) © (0)R (145) 

and i?1(A, 7y) is 51-isomorphic to 

(A2 - 2Ai + ^Ai J © f A2 - 2Ai + |Ai J © ... © (A2 - 2Ai + ^y^Ai ) .   (146) 

Using these formulas, we can complete the computation of the moving parts 
of the terms i^-Fs,^ in (116). Recall that Y$±i m = di, Ejii nj = <k, where 
(di,d2) are the degrees of the map / : S0 U U^A} U U^^^—>Y with respect to 
the two discs £>i,Z?2. Moreover, E0 is mapped to the point P : Z2 = Z3 = 0 on 
y, hence Jff

0(E0,/0*(2y)) a if0(Eo,Cso) ® Tp(Y). Then we have 

e(F^) = Hrfi+d2+3Ai(Ai - A2)(A2 - 2A1)(Ai - A2)^Af2 

x nfc nr=o' (^) n&i nrio"1 (^ 

e(F3m) = fr3<Al+Aa)(Ai(Ai - A2)(A2 - 2Ai))/ll+/l2 

e(Ff) = c9(]E*((Ai - A2)^))cs(]E*(A1^))c9(lE*((A2 - 2X1)H))Hd^^-^-^ 

x nfei nr^1 ^ - 2A!+^(Ax - A2)) n&i nrir1 (^ - 2^ + ^ 
(147) 

where H G i72(J3S'1) ~ H^1(pt) is the generator of the equivariant cohomology 
ring of a point, and IE denotes the Hodge bundle on the moduli space of stable 
pointed curves Mg^. Note that we are using the orientation conventions of [29]. 
In the second equation in (147), the expressions of the form Cg(TE*(T)H)) with 
77 = Ai — A2, Ai, A2 — 2Ai denote 

CgQETfrH)) = {rjHY - ci(lE)(r?JH')»-1 + ^(E)(T^)*-
2
 + • • • + (-l)sc<,(]E) 

(148) 
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in the equivariant cohomology ring H^1(Mgih)- The last ingredients we need are 
the terms in equation (118). Since we are in the generic case, Aut(E) consists only 
of rotations of the h discs A},... , A^ , Af,... , A^2 which are generated by tdt 
over IR. Therefore Aut(Yi) ~ (0)R, and the moving part is trivial. We are left with 
the moving part of Z)e/('S), which is given by (119). This yields 

e(Def{Iir) = fl (^ptf - ^) ft (^ - Ifo) (149) 

where ipi = ci(ILi), i = 1,... , hi, ipj = CI(1LJ), j = 1,... , /12 are the first Chern 
classes of the tautological line bundles IL^lLj over Mg^ associated to the marked 
points Pi,qj- 

Now we can collect all the results obtained so far, and write down an integral 
expression for the coefficients -F1

9,/i1,/i2 in (29) 

p / ,      , s _ 1   r e(F5
m)e(Fj") 

fgMfoW'^mi,^) - ^^^^ J[Mg,h]sl e(F3»)c(I>c/(E)-') 

[Ai(Ai-A2)(A2-2A1)1fti+ft2-i uhl    ^=1   ((A2-2Ai)m1+fc(Ai-A2)) 

(Ai-A2)diAf2 lli=1 (m.-!)! 

v 77/12 nrir^c^-^iK+^i) 
x llj=l K-l)! 

f c<,(E-((A1-A2)H))cq(E»(Aig))cq(E«((A2-2A1)g))g2(fei+''2)-3 
JK.Msi n,hli((Ai-A2)ff-m,V>,)n,hi1(AiflP-»,^) 

(150) 

This is the result for the generic case. Note that this formula takes values in the 
fraction field of the cohomology ring if*(J551) and in general it need not be a 
multiple the unit element. In order to obtain a physically meaningful answer, we 
have to impose certain conditions on the weights Ai, A2 whose origin has been ex- 
plained in [29]. We will discuss this specialization of the toric action after treating 
the special cases (i)-(v). 

i) (#> hi,h2) = (0,1,0). In this case, the map is of the form / : A1—>Di given 
in local coordinates by (122) with d = di. Therefore we can directly use equations 
(143) and (144) obtaining 

^B?) - to-lMAx-Aa)*  11 lA2 " 2Al + dr(Al " A2)J • (151) 

The automorphism group Aut{&}) is in this case nontrivial and generated by 

t'dt'^df which span (0)R © (^^V This yields 

e(B?) = ^-^H. (152) 
«i 
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The overall contribution to the multicover formula is 

F    (d n-d m- 1  f   ^IM^Tl Fotl,o(d1,o>d1>o)--y^   e{B]p) 

1 1      dl-1 

= ^-DKAx-^-i g ((^ - 2Ai)* + MAx - A2)). 

(153) 

ii) (g, hi, h2) — (0,0,1). This case is analogous to the previous one. We just 
have to exchange Di «->• D2, and the final result is 

fofiAM-Adi)^^^        ^ H ((A2-2A1)d2 + ^A1). (154) 

Hi) (g, hi, /12) = (0, 2,0). In this case we have a map / : A} U A2—>Di which 
maps the two components of the domain to Di with degrees mi,m2, mi +1712 = 
di. Since the domain is nodal, we have to consider again a normalization exact 
sequence of the form 

0—yfr—►?£ 0 7^2—->(TY)P^0 (155) 

which yields a long exact sequence 

o^i?0(s,ry)-^Jff
0(Al,r^1)©i?0(A^r^)->(Ty)p 

-^H1(i:,TY)-^H1(Al,r^)®Hl(AiT^)-^0. 

We denote the terms of (156) by Fi,... , JFS as before, so that 

F    M o-n,  n,  nm-    1    /"    e(i^)e(^) e(At«t(sn 

The contributions of the terms in (156) have been evaluated before. The automor- 
phism group is again trivial from an equivariant point of view since we have only 
rotations of the two discs. The moving part of Z?e/(E) consists of deformations of 
the node, which are parameterized by To(A}) ® T^Arj). Therefore 

e(Def^r) = (— + —) (Xi - X2)H. (158) 

Collecting all the factors, we arrive at the following expression 

F    (ri n.m  n,  nm- 1 Al(A2 ~ 2Al) FT ^^((A2 ~ 2Xl)rni + fc(Al " A2)) 

(159) 

(156) 
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iv) (g, hi, 112) = (0,0,2). This case can be obtained from the previous one by 
exchanging Di «-> JD3. We have a map / : A^ U A^—>D2 with degrees ni,n2, 
m + 712 = 6,2- Going through the steps (155)-(159) yields the following formula 

F    rn d- n n n   n \     1 (Al " A2)(A2 " 2Al) FT ^^ ((A2 " 2Al)^ + Ul) Fo'0'2(0'd2'0'0'ni'n2) - ^ ^ 11 (^3i)| • 

(160) 

^ {g, hi,112) = (0,1,1). We have a map / : A\ U Af—^F mapping the two 
components of the domain onto Di,D2 with degrees di,^- Then one has to use 
a normalization sequence similar to (155) and evaluate the contributions of the 
terms as before. Therefore we have 

O^Ty—>?£ © 7?a—KTy)p-»0 (161) 

which yields a long exact sequence 

0—>Jff
0(E,ry)-^i?0(Al,riJ1)eJff0(Af,7?2)^(Ty)p 

Denoting again the terms of (162) by Fi,... , F5, we have 

e(i?g») = e(Jr)e(F3m) 
6(5^) e{F?)      • 

In order to complete the computation, we also need to evaluate 

e{B?)      e(Ait(Sn 
e(Sf)      epe/CS)-)- ^0^ 

This is analogous to cases (iii) and (iv) above. The only nontrivial moving part 
consists of deformations of the node of the domain, which are parameterized by 
To(A}) ® To(A?). Hence we are left with 

<Dem-) = )^ + ^. (165) 

Collecting all the intermediate results, we obtain 

e{F^)e{F^) 

(162) 

(163) 

^0,1,1(^1,^2; dx,6,2) = -j-j- / 
aid2 Jpt . .51 e(i^)e(I>e/(E)"») 

1 A, - 2Ai 

(di - l)!(d2 - 1)! (d2(Ai - A2) + d1X1)(Xl - A2)*-1Af'-1 

di-l d2-l 

x H ((A2 - 2Ai)di + k(Xi - A2)) J] ((A2 - 2A1)d2 + l\i). 

(166) 
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This concludes our localization computations for open string morphisms. In prin- 
ciple, instanton corrections (29) can be obtained by adding add the contributions 
(150), (153), (154), (159), (160), and (166). Besides being very complicated, the 
resulting expression would be a homogeneous rational function of Ai,A2 rather 
than a number. This is a common problem with open string localization com- 
putations [29, 22] which can be solved by making a specific choice of the toric 
action. 

6.3    Choice of Toric Action 

As discussed in detail in section four, in order to obtain a physically meaningful 
answer, one has to choose specific values for the weights Ai,A2. This approach 
is similar to that of [22, 29, 41], except that in our case the motivation for these 
choices is somewhat different. In those references, there is an ambiguity in the 
definition of the virtual fundamental class due to the fact that the open string 
moduli spaces have boundaries. In our situation, we do not really have a virtual 
class in the standard sense since the contribution of each fixed locus is a formal 
series of operators in Chern-Simons theory. Therefore we have to choose weights in 
order to make sense of this series of instanton corrections for each fixed component. 
Moreover, the choice of weights has to be correlated to the choice of framings in 
Chern-Simons theory. 

We will follow the approach of [29], choosing two sections of the real normal 
bundles iV^, iVj|. We will work in the coordinate patch E/i, which covers both 
discs. The boundaries Fi,!^ of the two discs can be parameterized by 

Ti : xi = M"
172
^

1
 , 2/1-0, tii = /i, vi = 0 

r2 : xi = 0, yi = /x"1/V*2, ui = ji, vi = 0. 

The sections of the real normal bundles must be of the form 

Nl: (a?i,T;i) = (ei(6"1)^,M3/2e-iW2) 

(167) 

(168) 

where a, b G Z. At this point, one might be tempted to conclude that the sections 
(168) determine the framing of the two knots Fi, I^ in Li, L2. In fact, we have to 
be more careful here, since we need more data in order to determine the framing 
as an integer number. Note that the sections (168) can be regarded as sections 
of the circle bundles associated to N^N^ which are topologically trivial. The 
group of homotopy classes of sections of an S'1 bundle over S1 is isomorphic to Z, 
but one has to choose an isomorphism in order to associate an integer number to 
such a class. More concretely, the choice of such an isomorphism is equivalent to 
the choice of a trivialization of the circle bundle which plays the role of reference 
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section. In our case, we can obtain natural trivializations of AT^, JV^ exploiting the 
fact that Fi, r2 are algebraic knots. By changing coordinates to (£2,2/2, ^2? ^2) and 
respectively (#3,2/3,^3,^3) the spheres Li,I/2 can be identified with the canonical 
sphere in C2, as in equation (16). Moreover, the boundary components of Di, D2 
are now parameterized by 

Fn        X2 = n1/2eiei,        y2 = 0,        u2 = ^e^i,        V2 = 0 

r2 : X3 = fi1/2eie2, ys = 0, 1x3 = /x^e-'^, ^3 - 0 

where ^ = —^1, #2 = ~"^2- In the new coordinates, the sections (168) read 

N^ : (jft, U2) = ^l/2ei(2-a)0'1) Ml/2e-i(2-a)e^ 

iV^ : (x2,V2) = ^l/lei(2-b)6'2^l/2e-i(2-b)9^ 

(169) 

(170) 

In this form, one can choose canonical reference sections for iV^, N^ determined 
by dy2 and respectively dX2. With respect to these sections, the framings of the 
two knots are (2 — a, 2 — b). 

Following the strategy proposed in [29], we require that the sections (168) be 
equivariant. Then the toric action is fixed, since we have the following constraints 
on the weights 

-A! = (a - 1)(A2 - AO, 2Ai - A2 = -a(A2 - Ax) 
A2-A1 = -(6-l)Ai, 2Ai-A2 = 6Ai. 

(171) 

Using the equations in the first column, we easily find 

Ai(A2 - Ai)(a6 - a - b) = 0. (172) 

If we choose either Ai = 0 or A2 — Ai = 0, one can check that the remaining 
equations imply Ai = A2 = 0. This is not an acceptable solution, therefore we are 
left with the equation 

ab = a + b,        a,beZ. (173) 

This has two solutions, namely (a, b) = (0,0) or (a, b) = (2,2). The first case, 
(a, 6) = (0,0) implies 2Ai — A2 = 0, while the second case implies A2 — 0. 

At this point, we do not have any further selection criteria, hence we cannot 
rule any solution out. However, the first solution, (a, b) = (0,0) is more convenient 
since it yields the simple closed form for the instanton expansion (30), (31). In 
the following we will make this choice, and finish the derivation of (30), (31). The 
second solution should also lead to consistent results, but it is much harder to do 
explicit calculations. We will not pursue this problem here. 
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If (a, 6) = (0,0), we have to impose the relation 2Ai — A2 = 0 in (150), (153), 
(154), (159), (160), (166) and collect the results. Let us start with (150). Because 
of the factor (A2 — 2Xi)hl~h2~1 we can obtain a nonzero answer only if hi + h2 = 1, 
that is from bordered Riemann surfaces with one boundary component. Some 
care is needed in this argument, since in principle we could get other contributions 
if the expansion of the integrand in (150) yields terms with negative powers of 
(A2 — 2Ai). In order to show that such terms are absent, we can rewrite (150) as 

F9,huh2(dl^d2^mi:nj) = 
(A2-2A1)^^-1 ^r nr=r1((A2 - 2X1)mi + k(Xl - A2)) 

(Ai-A2)*+U*+1fJ" (mi - 1)! 

,nnr^1((A2-2A1)nj + /A1) 

/ Cp(E*((Ai - \2)H))cgQE*(\1H))cg(E*((\2 - 2\1)H))HV*+h'< -3 

hi 

n 
5 

' 00 

=1 LA;=0 
Ai — A2 

h2 

n 
J j=i 

E 
.1=0 Ai 

-i\' 

(174) 

All terms in this expressions contain negative powers of Ai,(Ai — A2) but not 
(A2 — 2Ai). Therefore we can conclude that imposing the relation A2 — 2Ai = 0 
leaves only terms with hi+h2 = 1. This leads to a significant simplification of the 
instanton expansion. The nontrivial contributions are 

^i.o^i.Ojdi.O) = ^/p?,ih]sl    (-l)
5c,(IE*(-A1if))cs(IE*(AiF))c,(E)fr-2 

(175) 

W0,<i2;0,d2) = i1f\Mg,h}sl    (-l)
9cg0E*(-X1H))cg(W(X1H))c9(E)H-2 

x[E-0(^li)r. 
(176) 

Now we can finish the computation as in [29] using the relation in [16] 

C9(]E*(AlJff))cfl(E*(-A1ir)) = (-inX1Hy. (177) 

Then the final result reads 

i^i,o(di,0;di,0) = 49~X>        Fg,o,i(0,d2;0,d2) = 49~\ (178) 
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where bg are the Bernoulli numbers, and g > 1. 

The contributions of special cases (i) — (iv) be computed easily by direct eval- 
uation 

iWdi,0;di,0) = 3* 
iWM2;(M2) = | (179) 

■Fo,2,o(di,0;rai, 7712,0,0) = ■Fb,o,2(0?
rf2;0,0,ni,n2) =0. 

This leaves us with (166) corresponding to the fifth case. Here we have again a 
factor of (A2 — 2Ai) which gives a zero answer unless we have similar factors in the 
denominator. The only monomial in the denominator which can produce powers 
of (A2 — 2Ai) is d2{Xi — A2) + diXi. If di = c^ = d this reduces to d(2Ai — A2) 
cancelling the effect of the similar factor in the denominator. Therefore we obtain 

F0flfl(d,d;d,d) = ~. (180) 

It is easy to check that all other amplitudes are zero. 

In order to complete the description of the Chern-Simons system, we have to 
specify the framing of the knots. The framing of Fi, I^ has been discussed below 
equation (170). Since we have fixed a = b = 0, we have framings (2,2). On the 
other hand, the framing of Si,S2 is not fixed by the localization computation. 
The result (108) is true for any values of (Ai, A2). This is actually an important 
consistency check of the formalism, since one can see from (82) that once we fix 
(a, 6) = (0,0) or (a, 6) = (2,2), there is no S^-equivariant choice of framings of 
Hi,H2. Had such a choice been necessary, we would have found an inconsistency 
between the localization computations for C and Di U D2. However, we can 
determine the framing of Si7H2 using the following deformation argument. As 
noted in the paragraph containing equation (5.11) and also below (6.25), if d is 
even, the d : 1 cover of C and the d/2 : 1 cover of Di,D2 belong to the same 
component of the moduli space Mo^(Y^L^dl3). A natural assumption is that the 
homotopy class of the framing is preserved under deformations of maps which 
do not change the isotopy type of the knots in L\,L2. In the present case, this 
shows that the framing of Si,32 have to be equal half the framing of Fi^, 
that is (l — |, 1 — |). This concludes the computation of open string instanton 
corrections. 

A    Some Geometric Facts 

In this appendix we elaborate on some technical points which have been used 
without proof in section two. First, we would like to check that the map i : X-—>Z 
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defined in (6) is a well defined toric morphism. The second issue we would like to 
address is the construction of a suitable symplectic Kahler form of the deformed 
hypersurface Y^ so that Li,L2 are lagrangian cycles. 

A.l    The Toric Embedding 

Recall that the map i : X—>Z is defined in terms of homogeneous coordinates by 

Zi = X2X3X4,    Z2 = X1X2,    Z3 = ^4^55    U = X0X1X5,    V = — X0X3. 
(181) 

In order to check that this is a well defined toric morphism, we have to show that 
it is compatible with the toric actions and with the disallowed loci. Note first that 
the monomials (181) transform under the toric action (1) as 

Zi    Z2   Z3    U     V 
00000 ri82^ 
111-1-2 (182) 

0      0      0      0      0, 

which is indeed compatible with (5). In order to check the disallowed loci, note 
that X is defined by the toric data (1), the Kahler parameters ^1,^3 being set to 
zero in (2). This corresponds to a partial triangulation of the polytope in fig. 1. 
obtained by erasing the simplexes VQV2 and V0V4. Therefore we have to show that 
given the moment map equations (2) with ^ = £3 = 0 and £2 > 0, the monomials 
Zi,Z2,Z3 cannot vanish simultaneously. This is elementary, but we include the 
details below for completeness. Let us first rewrite the equations (2) in the form 

|z2|
2 + |x4|

2-|X3|2-|Zo|2    =   6 
|Z1|

2 + |X4|2-2|Xo|2 =    6 nM, 
|X2|

2 + |Z5|
2-2|Xo|2 =    & (183) 

|Xi|2 + |X3|2 + |x5|
2-3|jro|2  = £2. 

The last equation is a linear combination of the first three, but it will be needed in 
this particular form below. Next, note that for Z2 and Z3 to vanish simultaneously, 
one of the following conditions must be realized 

a) Xx = XA = 0 

b) Xl = X5 = 0 

c) X2 = X4 = 0 

d) X2 = X5 = 0 

It suffices to prove on a case by case basis that if any of these conditions is 
realized, Zi cannot vanish. Note that a), d) and c) are immediately excluded by 
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(183). We are left with b). If X1 = Xb = 0, it follows from (183) that X2,X3,X4 

are not allowed to vanish, therefore Zi is not allowed to vanish. It is also easy 
to check that any two of Zi, Z2, Z3 are allowed to vanish at the same time. The 
monomials E7, V are allowed to vanish independently of Zi,Z2,Zs since they are 
multiples of XQ. We conclude that the map (181) is well defined. 

A.2    The Symplectic Form 

Another claim made in section two is that we can choose a symplectic Kahler form 
u) on Y which agrees locally near the cycles Li,L2 with the standard symplectic 
form on a deformed conifold. The following construction is a refinement of standard 
symplectic surgery techniques [14, 15]. 

Since the argument is local, it suffices to consider only one cycle, say L\. Since 
Z is toric, it can be represented as a symplectic quotient C5//C/(l) with level sets 

l^l2 + |Z2|
2 + IZ3I2 + |tf|2 + \V\2 = i (184) 

where £ € IR+. Therefore Z is endowed with a symplectic Kahler form CJQ obtained 
by descent from the invariant form 

ft = i (rfZi A dZi + dZ2 A dZ2 + dZ^ A dZs + dC/ A dU + dF A dV) .       (185) 

In the patch Z3 7^ 0, we can rewrite (183) in terms of local coordinates as 

(N2 + I2/2I2 + i)|^3l6 + M2|£3|2 + hi2 = M, (186) 

which can be interpreted as an equation of degree three in \Z^|2. At this point, it 
is convenient to introduce polar coordinates 

X2 = rxeie*, y2 = rye
iey, VQ = ruei0»,        V2 = r^e^. (187) 

By solving for \Z3\
2 in (186), we obtain IZ3I2 = F(rx,ry,rU:rv) for some real 

positive function F. Then we can take a local transversal slice for the U(l) action 
on C5 of the form 

Zi = F{rx,ry,   ru,rv)rxe
iex,   Z2 = F(rx,ry,ru,rv)ryeiey,   Z3 = i^r^r^r^r^, 

(/ = i* (rXi ry, ru, Tv)rue  u,    V = i* yrx,ry,ru,rv)rve 
v. 
(188) 

Substituting (188) in (185) we find that a>o has the local form 

^ok = ^d [F{rx,ry,rtt,rv)(rlddx + r2
yd0y + r2^u + r2rf^)] . (189) 
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On the other hand the standard symplectic form CJC can be written 

UJC = ^d (r2
xdex + r2

yd0y + rld0u + r2
vd9v) (190) 

where c is a positive real constant. Note that in polar coordinates the cycle L2 is 
determined by 

rx = ru,    6x + 8u = 0,        Ty = rv,    6y + 9v = 0,        r2
x + r^ = /i.        (191) 

Now let us consider the polycylinder C€(r) defined by 

^1/2 + r - e < ra;, ry, rw, rv < /i1/2 + r + 6. (192) 

In the following argument, we will also need the polydiscs A(r — e) = {0 < 
rx.ry.ru.Ty < /i^ + r-e}, A(r + e) = {0 < rx,ry,ru,rv < /z1/2 + r + e}. The main 
idea is to construct a symplectic Kahler form CJ on Z which interpolates smoothly 
between u)c and UJQ over C€(r). Let p : 1R+—^[0,1] be a decreasing interpolating 
smooth function such that 

Then we define the form 

for 0 < t < //1/2 + r - e 
for /u1/2 + r + e < t. 

U) = UQ 

+id [(c - F(rx, ry, ru, rv)){p{rx)rld0x + p(rj/)r
2d^ + p(ru)rld9u + p(rv)r^dev)] . 

(193) 

It is straightforward to check that UJ agrees with UJC in the polydisc A(r — e) and 
with c^o on the complement of A(r+ e). Since u is also closed, in order to complete 
the argument, we have to check it is a Kahler form, that is a;(^, JI/J) > 0 for any 
tangent vector 1/; to Z. It is clear that it suffices to check that u is positive definite 
over Ce(r). A straightforward computation shows that 

^Iceir) = P(rx)rxdrx A d9x + p(ry)rydr2/ A dOy + p(ru)rudru A d0u + p(rv)rvdrv A d9v 

+(1 - p(rx))d(r2
xF) A d9x + (1 - p(ry))d(r*F) A dOy + (1 - p(ru))d(r2

uF) A d9u 

+(1 - p(rv))d{r2F) A d0v + (c - F) [p'(rx)r2
xdrx A d9x + f/(ry)r*dry A dfly 

+P/(rw)^^ A rfew + p'{rv)rldrv A rf0v]. 
(194) 

Moreover, the complex structure J on U2 is given locally by 

J{drx ) = -dgx,        J(d9x) = -rxdrx (195) 

and similar expressions for the other coordinates. Then one can check that the 
terms in the first three lines of (194) are positive definite since UQ,UC must be 
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positive definite. Therefore it suffices to check that the form defined by the last 
two lines of (194) is positive semi-definite. At this point, recall that we have chosen 
p(t) a decreasing function, hence pf{t) < 0. Given the explicit form of the complex 
structure, it is easy to check that the form in question is positive semi-definite if 
F{rx,ry,ru,rv) - c < 0. Since the polycylinder is compact, this can be achieved 
throughout Ce(r) if we choose c sufficiently small. Therefore, after a rescaling of 
the standard symplectic form UJC by a sufficiently small positive constant, a; is a 
symplectic Kahler form on Z. By construction u agrees with UJC in a neighborhood 
of Li, hence Li is a lagrangian cycle. It is now obvious that we can perform the 
same construction for Z^- 

B    Degree 3 and 4 Chern-Simons Computation 

Let us consider now the third order terms in (33). By successively expanding the 
exponential and the logarithm, we obtain 

Fin* (&,*!, t2,tc, Ai, A2)<3> = e-^X{3tl)+e-^X{3t2) + e-3tcX{3tc) 

+e-^-^X{2tut2) + e-^X{tu2t2) + e^-^X{tlMc) + e-2^X(2tl,tc 

+e-^X{2t2,c) + e-^X{tM + e-fa-^X^), 
(196) 

where 

-^(3*,) = ^(3*,) - xC2U)x{t%) + \x\tiy    i = 1,2, c, 
^W,) = x(2tt)tj) - x{2tt)x(tj) - x{tittj)x{ti) + x2

{ti)x(tj)    i,j = 1,2,c, i # j, 
X(tl,t2,tc)   = a;(tl,t2,te)  - X(tl,t2)X(tc)  - X(tutc)X(t2)  - ^.tcj^tl) + 2x(tl)X(t2)X(tc), 

(197) 

with £(...) defined as in (39), (46) and 

^(3*0 = *(a3) - (0ia2) - |(oi),    a;(3t2) = *<63> - (fei62) - g<6i>, 
^(stc) = -(c3) + (cic2) - F(

C
I)'   .^ti^) = "Ml) + 2»(oidi) - 5<o56i), 

^1,2(2) = -(ai&2) + 2t(6idi> - 5(016?),    a;(tl|tlljtc) = (ai^ci) - 2(cidi), 
»(2tiIfc) = -»(o2Ci) + J(a?ci>,    a;(2(2)«c) = -t(62Ci) + J(feiCi), 
^(ti^te) = -*(aiC2> + Kaicf),    a;(t2,2tc) = -*(6iC2> + 5(610?). 

(198) 

First, we evaluate Xt3tl\. In doing so, we have to use again the Frobenius formula 
in order to linearize cubic expressions in the holonomy variables. We have 

(TYF1)3 = Item V1 + 2Tr^Vi + TrnVi 

TrViTvV? = TrmFi - TVnVi ^99) 

Tr^3 - TianVi - Tr^Vi + TrnVi. 
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Applying (40) we have 

({TrVif} = ef*Ale3^ (TT^V^Q + 2e3^ (l^pVi)   + e-tiAle3^ (itgVi 

(TrFiTrV!2) = efiAle3i^ (Itnxi^Oo - e"i*Ale3^ (Trp^i) 

(TrF1
3>-eiaie3^(TrmVi)0-e3^/TrpV1^   + e-fiAle3^ (^P^i)   • 

(200) 

The expectation values in the canonical framing are given by 

/TV       y v    _ (y-y-1)(yx-y-lx-1)(yx2-y-1x-2) 
\±icmn/o -       (z-x-1)^2-*-2)^3-*-3)      ' 

/nrv     T/ \    — (x+x-1)(y-y-1)(yx-y-1x-1)(yx-1-y-1x) 
X^P^/o" (3:-x-i)(a?2_a.-2)(a.3_a.-3) , (201) 

TV   T/ \    —  fa-y"1)^"1-^"1^)^"2-^"1^2) 
|      /    ~ (x-x-1)(x2-x-2)(x^-x-^)        ' 

where a; = es2^5 and y = e2lXl. Using (199)-(201), a straightforward computation 
gives 

-iXi 1 

x™ - i^w^' -1)(VA'" " + i(StaW(-e|iA'+e§'A')+el'A' -efiA' 
(202) 

By symmetry, we can therefore write 

*« - (s5?(e'A" - w*"* - " + i^fF("el"'+ela')+eiiX*"e§"'- 
(203) 

A similar computation gives 

X(3*c) = o/o/toxa^' - e-i^Xe*** - e"!«»). (204) 
3(2sin£^-)^ 

Next, ^"(2^^2)5 ^1,2*2) and ^i,*2,tc) can be easily computed using (42), (48), 
(49), (55) and the exchange symmetry. The results read 

X(2tut2) =2^|^(e^ -e-^)(ei"» - e~^)(Ze^ - 1) 

- 2ef*Al+,'A2(e2iAi - e_2ai)(e2iA2 _ g-^a^ 

2ef*A2+^l(e5iAl   _e-5iAl)(e2iA2   _e-5^2^ 

*<*.»,) = 2^?(c^ - c-^)(ei^ - e-^)(3e^ - 1) 

^1^2^) = efrL%F (e>iXl - e-^)(e^ - e-§^)(5e'A'+^ - 2e'
A' - 2e^) 

- 2eil'Al+ia2(e2iAl - e_lai)(eliA2 - e-^'^). 

(205) 
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Next, in order to evaluate X^tutc) and Xpt^u) we need to comPute expectation 
values of the form ((TrV^TrUi), (TrV?TrUi) for the Hopf links {Ti, Si) with * = 
1,2. Again, due to the exchange symmetry, it is sufficient to compute the above 
expectation values for the first link only. After taking into account the framing 
correction we have 

Now, for a Hopf link with linking number -1 we have 

(TrRlViTrR2V2)0 = e^k^+k^     J]    e-^'dim^, (207) 
peRi®R2 

where the sum is after all the representations p occurring in the decomposition 
of the tensor product of Ri and R2 and dim^p is the quantum dimension of the 
representation p [39] . Now, using (42), (48), (49), (55), (206) and (207) and 
keeping in mind that in our case the linking number is +1 we obtain after a simple 
computation 

- e3iAl(e2iAl - e~2iAl)(e2a2 - e~2zA2). 

By the exchange symmetry, we have 

Finally, in order to compute Xuu2tc) and X(t2i2tc) we need to evaluate expectation 
values of the form (TY^(TW^),' (TrViTrU})'for the Hopf links (^,2.) with i = 
1,2. Taking into account the framing correction we have, for one of the links, 

(TrVriTrlf!)2) = c^(('n:Vi'&m^i>o + (TrV^U^ 

(TrKTrU?) = e^dTr^Tr^U^ - (TQ:Vi'&B^i)o). (      ) 

Now, using (42), (48), (49), (55), (207) and (210) and the exchange symmetry, we 
obtain after another direct computation 
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Let us consider now the fourth order terms in (33). By successively expanding the 
exponential and the logarithm, we obtain 

Finst (gs,tut2,tc,\i,\2){4) - e-^X{4tl) + e-^Xuh) + e-^Xut ) 
+e-^ X{3t , 2) + e-v^x + t-ti-^x + 6-3*1-*.^ 

+e" *   I?X<*M*) + f^X,^, + e-^X^J 
+e-^X{tM + e-^X{t2>3tc), 

(212) 

where 

^(4*0 = X(4tt) - xpttWt,) - ^x2
{2ti) + xi2ti)x

2
(ti) - i^(t),    i = 1,2, c, 

-x(tl)
x(tJ)+xftt)x(tt!tj),    i,j = l,2,c, i^j, 

for i,j = l,2,c, i^j, 

X&h.tu) = ®(2t.,t„tfc) - Z(2M,):r(tfc) - a;(2t,A)a;(t,) " ^(at,)^,**) + 2a;(2ti)a;(ij)x(tfc) 

for i, j, fc = 1,2, c, * ^ j, j^k, k^i. 

(213) 

with 

x{ 

X( 
c(4ti) = *<a4> - (aiaa) - ^(^) - |(a?a2) + ^(af), 
^(4i2) = i{bA) - (bfo) - l

2(b2
2) - 

l
2(blb2) + ±(b\), 

X{Uc) = -(C4) + (ClC3) + I(C2) _ I(C2C2) + ^^4^ 

x&tuta) = -{ash) + 2«(o2di> - ifaarti) - (of di) + £(a?&i), 
^(2^,2*2) = -(0262) + m) - lialh) - i(a262) + 2(4) + i(o?6?) - 2(a1Mi), 

^i^) = -(0163) + 2;<Mi) - *<oi6i62) -ffidi) + ^(016?), 
x(3t1,tc) = -iiasd) + (010201) + | (afci), 
^(sta.fc) = -iihci) + {hhd} + f (6fCl), 

x(2tut2,tc) = (026101) - 2*(aicidi) + i(a?6ici>, 
^(ti^.ic) = («i&2Ci) - 2*(6ic1di) + i(ai6fci), 

^(2^,2^) = -«(a2C2) + |(a2C?) + i(afc2) - |(o?c?), 
x(tut2,2tc) = (oi6iC2> - 2(c2di) - |(ai&ic?) + (cfdi), 
^(2^,2^) = -^2C2> + HhcD + I(6fc2) - I(62c2)5 

^(tl^c) = -*<oiC3> + *(oiCiC2> - 5(01^), 
^2,3*0) = -*(6iC3> + *(6iciC2> - f (&ic?) 

(214) 
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and the other £(...) defined as in (39), (46) and (198). First, we evaluate X^y In 
doing so, we have to use again the Probenius formula in order to linearize quartic 
expressions in the holonomy variables. We have 

(Try)4 = TrrrmV + STr^nV + 2Tr^V + STvrnV + TrpV, 

(TrF)2 TrV2 = Tra^V + TrrmF - TirnV - TrnV, 

TrV2TrV2 = Tr^mF - Trgxi^ + 2Tt^V - ^ro^ + ^i 

TrFTrF3 = Trm^F - TrfflF + Trny, 

V, 

TrF4 = TrcnnF - Tr^F + TftmF - TVp V. 

The expectation values in the canonical framing are given by 

/TV T/\    _ (y-y~1)(ya-y~1g~1)(yx2-y~1a-2)(ya3-y-1x~3) 
V^dXn^l/o - (a:-a:-i)(x2-x-^)(xa-a!-a)(x4-x-») ' 
/tV-       T/, \    — (v-y~1)(yx-y~1x~1)(yx2-y~1x~2)(yx~1-y~1x) 
X^B11    Vo _ (x-x-i)2(x2-x-2)(x4-x-4) ' 

/TV^VA   — (y-y~1)2(yx-y~1x-1)(yx-1-y-1x) 
\        E     VO  _ (x-X-l)(x2-X-2)2(x3-:C-3) > 

TVmFi 

IVpFi 

_  (y-y   l)(yx-y   1x   l)(yx   1 -y   lx){yx   2-y~1x2) 
" (x-x-1)2(x2-x-2)(x4-x-4) ' 

(y-y~1)(yx~1-y~1x)(yx~2-y~1x2)(yx~3-y~1x3) 
(x-x-1)(x2-x-2)(x3-x-3)(x4-x-4) ' 

(215) 

(216) 

where x =■ e*19* and y = e^1. We also have 

kazm = 12,   fcgp = 4,   fcg = 0,   fcm = -4,   A;n = -12. 

Now, using (215) , (216) and (217) we obtain 

(217) 

^4*^  = 
e^tAi 

(4*1) -  (2sm^-)2, (etAl - l)(-7e2tXl + 6e2Al - 1) + 2(2sin^s)
2 (e42Al -e6zAl) ,6zAi 

+ 4(2ihkF(-e2iAl + e6iAl) + e4iAl(eiAl - l)(lleiAl - 5) 
+ (2sinf )2e4iAl(eiAl - l)(-6eiAl + 1) + (2sinf )4 (-e5ai + e6iAl), 

(218) 

and, by the exchange symmetry, 

+ 4(2iifeF(-e2iA2 + e6iA2) + e4iA2(ea2 - l)(lleiA2 - 5) 
+ (2sinf )2 e

4^2(ea2 _ i)(_6ea2 + Vj + (2sinf )4 (-e5a2 + e6a2). 

(219) 
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Another straightforward calculation yields 

*(4*c) = i^lfelFi^1 - e-2iAl)(e2U2 - e-2^). (220) 

Now, using (42), (48), (49) (55), (200) and (201), we get 

X
^M) - iSfF(^Al - e-^)(e^ - e-i^X-Ute** + 9e^ - 1) 

+ 2(2sinf)2ei(3Al+A2)(e2'Ai -e-l^i)(el
iA2 .e-l^^,^! +1) 

+ 2(2sinf )4e*(4Ai+A2)(e|iA1 _e-|<Ai^e|tAa _e-|iA2^ 

(221) 

and, by the exchange symmetry, 

xtoM = ^ifF(eiai - e-^Al)(^a2 - C-^)(-13e^ + 9e^ - 1) 
+ 4eJ(Ai+3A2)(e|iAi _ e-|jAi^e|iA2 _ e_IiA2^8eiA2 _ y 

+ 2 (2sinf )2ei(Ai+3A2)(e|iA1 _ e-i<Aij(e|iA2 _ e-i*A2)(_7eiA2 + !) 

+ 2(2sinf)4ei(Al+4A2)(e2iAl - e-2iAi)(eliA2 - e-^2). 
(222) 
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Next, a similar computation gives 

X{2ti,2t2) 
= 2el'(Ai+A2) (  hiXi _ e-|^1weia2 _ e-5^2U_18ei(Ai+A2) + gjXi + 9^X2 _ 4) 

+e|i(Ai+A2)(e^A1 _ e-^Ax^gi^ _ e-|iA2-)(45ei(A1+A2) _ UeiM _ i^Aa + 3) 

+ (2sinf )2 efi(Al+A2)(e2iAl - e-2iAi)(e2^ _ e-5^)(-20ei(Al+A2) + 3eai + 3eiA2 - 1) 
+3 (2sinf )4 el<(>i+^)(e^A1 _ e-|iA1)(eiiA2 _ e-^A2). 

(223) 

Now we compute Xi3tute) and X(3t2itc). Using (42), (48), (49), (55), (200), (201) 
and (207) and the fact that the linking number is +1 we obtain 

-Wc) = (^EfF^1 - e-^)(e^ - e-^)(-l3e^ + 9e^ - 1) 

+ 2eiiXl(e2iXl - e'^ie^ - e-2iX2)(8eiM - 1) 
+ (2sin^)2eiiAl(e2iAl -e-2ai)(e^A2 -e-2iA2)(-7eiAl +1) 

+ (2sinf )4efiAl(e^Al - e-^
Al)(e2a2 - e"^), 

.    (224) 

and, by the exchange symmetry, 

X(u2,tc) = td^i^1 - e-^)(e^ - e-^
A2)(-13e2iA2 + 9e

iA2 - 1) 

+ 2e3a2(e2ai - e-2iAi)(e3iA2 - e-2iA2)(8eiA2 - 1) 
+ (2sin^)2eIa2(e2iAi -e-2iAi)(e2iA2 -e-2iA2)(-7eiA2 + 1) 

+ (2sinf)4
ela2(e2iAi -e-^Ai)(e2iA2 -e-2iA2). 

(225) 
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Another direct computation gives 

■A(2ti)t2,tc) (2sin^-)2  Ve2 e   2      A62       —62      j 

x(-29ei(2Al+A2) + 18e2iAl + 19^(^1+^) - 8eiAl - 2eiA2) 
+ei(2Ai + iA2)(eiiAi _ e-|*Ai^e|»A2 _ e-5*A2)(33e

l'(Ai+A2) _ ^e^i - 12eiA2 + 2) 

+2(2sin^)2e^2Al+2A2)(eiiAi -e~5iAl)(e2<A2 - e-2iA2)(-7ei(Ai+A2) +eiAl +eiA2) 

+2 (2sinf )4ei(3Al+fA2)(elai - e-2iAi)(e2iA2 _ e'^), 

(226) 

and, by the exchange symmetry, 

^•(tl^fe.ic) (2sin^-)2   V6-5 e    2       AC2        —62       j 

x(-29ei(Al+2A2) + 18e2iA2 + l9ei(Ai+A2) - 8ea2 - 2eiXl) 
+ei(iA1+2A2)(eiiA1 _ e-|iAi^ei*A2 _ e-5iA2)(33ei(Ai+A2) _ ^^ _ -^giA, + 3) 

+2 (2sin^)2 e2'(lAl+2A2)(e2iAi - e-fiAl)(e2a2 - e-^A2^_7eJ(Ai+A2) + etAi + eJA2^ 
+2 (2sinf )4e'(|Ai+3A2)(e|iA1 _ e-|iAi^eitA2 _ 6-^2). 

(227) 

Next, we compute X{2tu2tc) and X(2t2t2tc). Using (42), (48), (49), (55), (206), (207) 
and (210) we obtain 

Xt 
^(SAJ-AJJ) 

(2ti,2tc) 

(JSfa=F-(e5iAl " e-2iAi)(e^
A2 _ e-^A2)(_2ei(A1+A2) + j^Xr + eiX2 _ 3) 

+^kr(e2iXl - e4iAl)(eiA2 - e^2) 
+e5*(5Ai-A2)(eiiAi _ e-|iAi)(e|a2 _ e-ia2^ei(A1+A2) _ ggiAi + j) 

+ (2sinf )2e2i(7Ai-A2)(e^Ai _ e-f
iAi)(eiiA2 - e-2iA2), 

(228) 
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and, by the exchange symmetry, 

_ e^(-xi+5x2)    ^•A| _ e_iiAl weiiA2 _ e-§iA2)(_2e<(>i+A2) + 7e*>a + eai - 3) 

+(S^(e2a2-e4a2)(eiAl-e"iAl) 
+e|t(-Ai+5A2)(e|iAi _ e-|iAi^e|iAa _ e-§*A2)(et(Ai+A2) _ 5eiA2 + 1) 

+ (2sinf )2 e^(->i+7Aa)(eiiA1 _ e-|iAi)(e|<A2 _ e-|iA2). 

(229) 

After a computation similar to (226) we get 

_ ei»(Ai+A2) / M\i _ p-|iAiW   ltA2 _ e-5iA2) 
X(ti,t2,2tc) -   (2sin^)*  ^ e ne ^ 

x (_2e
i(Ai+A2) - 2e^Al_A2) - 2ei(_Al+A2) + 5e'Al + 5eiA2 - 2) 

_ 4e|*(Ai+A2)(e|<Ai _ e-|«A1j(elfA2 _ e-^A2)(e^(Ai-A2) + ^(-X^Xi)^ 

(230) 

Finally, a computation similar to (224) yields 
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